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FOREWORD

As a follow-up to the initial OECD Jobs Study published in 1994, and as a
contribution to the related programme on “Technology, Productivity and Job
Creation”, the Industry Committee’s Working Party on SMEs organised in
Washington, DC, in June 1995, a high-level workshop to provide an assessment
of the role of SMEs in employment, innovation and growth, and an assessment
of the data required to improve the ability to identify, in future years, the role of
SMEs in these areas.  The Workshop aimed at reaching policy
recommendations regarding appropriate government policies to enhance the
potential for SMEs to contribute to Member countries’ economic well-being.

This Workshop was organised by the OECD Working Party on SMEs in
co-operation with the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA), the
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) of the World Bank Group,
U.S. Sprint, the Russell Sage Foundation, the George Washington University,
the German Marshall Fund of the United States, and the United Nations’
Department for Development Support and Management Services.  It gathered
over 60 policy makers, academic and private sector experts from more than
26 countries.

This report provides a synthesis of the papers presented at the workshop
and related discussions which took place during the various sessions, together
with the major conclusions of the meeting. The report was prepared by
Professor Paul Reynolds (Paul T. Babson Professor in Entrepreneurial Studies,
Babson College, United States) in co-operation with Marie-Florence Estimé
from the OECD Secretariat (Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry).

The Working Party on SMEs and the Industry Committee recommended
that this report be made available to the general public.  It is published on the
responsibility of the Secretary-General of the OECD.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OECD Member countries appear to be undergoing two basic changes – a
reduction in the average size of business firms and an increase in the turbulence
or volatility among firms and jobs.  These changes have not been documented in
depth and have raised a certain amount of controversy.  More importantly, there
is only a limited understanding of the causal mechanisms and the role of SMEs
in driving economic change.

With the objective of shedding light on these questions, the high-level
workshop organised by the OECD Working Party on SMEs in Washington, DC
in June 1995 focused on the following issues:

• the role of SMEs – and in particular new and small firms – in economic
growth and change;

• the role of new entrepreneurial SMEs in dynamising the whole SME
sector;

• monitoring of firm and job dynamics, with attention given to the
development of harmonised data sets on innovation and the creation of
new technology (and new markets or sectors), as well as the adoption of
innovations;

• the quality of the jobs provided by small and large, new and established
firms;

• the related policy implications.

The major conclusions of the workshop were that SMEs, in particular new
and small firms:  i) have a distinct role in economic growth;  ii) provide a
disproportionate share of gross and net new jobs, and, moreover, a small
proportion of high growth new firms provide the majority of new firm jobs;
iii) firm and job turbulence are a necessary feature of economic growth;  iv) new
and small firms appear to play an important role in the development of
innovation, but SMEs may be at a disadvantage in the access to new
technology;  v) large firms seem to provide better quality jobs, but there is
evidence that the large-small firm gap in job quality is shrinking;  vi) the current
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efforts in many OECD countries to develop more detailed and appropriate data
sets for tracking the role of SMEs and to monitor firm and job turbulence will
be of substantial value for future analysis and policy development.

The major policy implications are:

• to maximise economic growth in OECD countries, governments should
continue to explore ways to encourage entrepreneurial activity and ensure
that new firms are not at a competitive disadvantage;

• to encourage more innovative behaviour, governments should promote
training and familiarisation with entrepreneurship and ensure that SMEs
have easy access to information, new technology and innovations;

• further efforts to develop the appropriate data sets for tracking job and
firm dynamics should continue, with close collaboration between those
developing data, analysts, and policy makers.
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I. Introduction

The economies of OECD Member countries appear to be undergoing two
basic changes: a reduction in the average size of business firms and an increase
in the turbulence or volatility among jobs and firms.  A reflection of the first, a
shift in the size distribution among business firms, is now well documented for
most OECD Member countries (Loveman and Sengenberger, 1991;  European
Conservatory for SMEs, 1993, 1994;  Davis, 1990).  The general patterns
suggest subtle increases in the share of employment provided by smaller firms
accompanied by a reduction in the average size of firms and establishments.
These patterns were most apparent in the 1980s; there may have been some
recent moderation (European Observatory, 1995;  Parent, Workshop;  Thurik,
Workshop).  There is less documentation for the second change, a potential
increase in the turbulence or volatility among jobs and firms.  An increase in
volatility would shift emphasis to new firms, most of which are small.  Major
structural shifts often involve the development of new economic sectors and are
frequently indicated by the appearance of large numbers of small firms.

Distinguishing between the impact of these two processes has been
complicated by a tendency to organise and analyse data on job dynamics
(creation and destruction) by firm size.  As a result, the effects of changes due
to new small firms cannot be distinguished from shifts associated with
established small firms.  This has led to some controversy and confusion about
the precise nature of the changes occurring in OECD Member economies.
Perhaps even more important, there is only a partial understanding regarding the
causal mechanisms, and the role of SMEs, in creating economic changes.

While considerable attention has been given to the relationship of firm size
to gross and net job changes, such analysis focuses on job changes in a single
time period.  It does not provide evidence of a temporal relationship between
changes that may lead to turbulence among firms or jobs.  Without this
information, it is difficult to understand the causal mechanisms that affect job
dynamics.  Perhaps more basic, it does not provide evidence of a relationship
between changes in firm or job dynamics and general measures of economic
growth:  total jobs, gross national product, income per capita, etc.

Current analysis regarding four issues related to this conception of the
current structure of OECD Member economies will be reviewed:  i) the role of
SMEs – new and small firms in particular – in economic growth;  ii) monitoring
job and firm dynamics, with attention to the development of harmonised
national data sets for cross-country comparisons;  iii) the role of new and small
firms in the creation of new technology (and new markets or sectors) as well as
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adoption of innovations;  and iv) the quality of the jobs provided by small and
large, new and established firms.

The final section summarises the major findings and policy implications.
It includes a review of the implications of a shift in the nature of OECD
Member economies away from the reliance upon a core of large firms.  It
highlights the “entrepreneurial engine” as a source of growth and job creation as
well as implications for changes in the conception of economic life and the need
for more appropriate data on business firms and jobs.*

II. SMEs and Economic Growth and Change

No issue regarding new and small firms is more significant than evidence
that they have a causal role in economic growth.  This may be unrelated to the
impact of SMEs as a source of new jobs.  Indeed, new firms may be a major
source of new jobs in an economy in decline, where the total number of jobs is
decreasing.  Evidence of a statistically significant relationship between new and
small firm presence and subsequent economic growth would justify further
analysis to determine the causal mechanisms associated with such patterns.

There has not been, heretofore, much evidence available to test for the
presence of a small firm-economic growth relationship.  This requires, at a
minimum, information on new and small firm dynamics and independent
measures of economic growth.  If the measures of growth are for a later time
period, it increases confidence in a causal relationship.  At least two data points
are required for any interpretation and with enough data, it is possible to control
for other factors that may affect economic growth, to preclude the possibility
that a third factor is affecting both (Vo Van Qui, Workshop comment).

As one of the major factors affecting new firm births is economic growth
(Reynolds and Storey, 1993), it is important to assemble data that will allow an
assessment of the independent impact of new or small firms on subsequent
growth. This will help to determine the extent to which new and small firms
reflect economic growth created by other changes or are, in themselves, an
independent source of economic growth.

                                                     
* Over two dozen papers and technical commentaries were prepared for this workshop.
These are listed separately at the end of this report (see “References”) and are referenced
as “Workshop” in the text. Observations made by discussants during the workshop are
referred to by name and as “Workshop comment”.  Participants in the workshop
programme are listed in Annex B.
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Recent improvements in data sets have made it possible to complete
studies with different units of analysis: cross-national comparisons with
European countries, comparisons across different economic sectors within a
given national economy, and comparisons of different labour market areas
within a single country.  In addition, there are numerous examples of individual
regions or industrial districts, dominated by SMEs, that appear to have led to
substantial economic growth for those districts.  Each will be discussed and all
provide support for the conclusion that a vigorous new and small firm sector
promotes, in today’s OECD economies, subsequent economic growth.

Cross-national comparisons

A substantial effort, sponsored by the European Union (EU), has developed
standardised data on firms, by size, across the EU member States.  This was
originally 12 countries but has now been expanded to 15 plus Norway (Thurik,
Workshop).  The reports on this effort, referred to as the European Observatory
for SMEs Reports (1993, 1994, 1995), provide cross-national comparisons on
the share of employment, value added, and sales in the EU States by firm size.
SMEs increased their share on all measures of economic activity up to 1990, but
in the early 1990s the share of value added and sales shifted to favour the larger
firms.  There was, however, no major shift in employment shares by size.

It is now possible to consider the effect of changes in firm emphasis across
the EU member States on subsequent growth in Gross National Product (GNP).
This is only possible because recent efforts to standardise measures of firm size
and output related to firm size have been successful.  The difference between
the total annual sales of small and large firms may be compared through
subtraction.  If small firm sales growth exceeds large firm sales growth the
difference is positive.  This was computed for EU States for three two-year
periods and used in a linear model to predict change in GNP for the following
periods.  The analysis was completed for the EU-12 (predictions to 1991, 1993
and 1994) and for the EU-16 (predictions to 1993 and 1994).  Despite the small
number of observations, the impact is statistically significant.  A greater
increase in the small firm sales, compared to large firm sales, leads to more
growth in the national GNP in the following year.
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Figure 1.  Sales growth in the EU-12:  SMEs, large firms and GDP
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Note:  EU-12 and year-pairs in each group were as follows.  First year represents sales growth of
SMEs relative to large firms (SME sales growth minus large firm sales growth);  second year
represents growth in GDP.
Group 1:  Denmark (1990/91, 1991/92), Ireland (1989/90), Italy (1991/92), Spain (1991/92) and
theUnited Kingdom (1989/90).
Group 2:  Belgium (1990/91), France (1990/91), Germany (1990/91), Luxembourg (1991/92),
Netherlands (1991/92) and Spain (1990/91).
Group 3:  Belgium (1991/92), France (1991/92), Germany (1991/92), Italy (1990/91), Luxembourg
(1990/91) and Spain (1990/91).
Group 4:  Greece (1990/91, 1991/92), Ireland (1991/92), Portugal (1990/91) and the United
Kingdom (1991/92).
Group 5:  Greece (1989/90), Ireland (1990/91), Italy (1989/90), the Netherlands (1989/90/91) and
Portugal (1991/92).
Group 6:  Belgium (1989/90), France (1989/90), Germany (1989/90), the Netherlands (1989/90)
and Portugal (1989/90).
Source:  Thurik, 1995.
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The relationship is presented for the EU-12 analysis in Figure 1.  Each
country was considered for three two-year periods (predictions from 1989 to
1990, 1990 to 1991, 1991 to 1992).  The 34 measures (Denmark and Spain were
missing for 1989-90) of small-large firm differences were broken down into six
groups, and the average value of each group determined.  The average small-
large firm growth difference and the average country GNP growth for each
group is shown in Figure 1.  While there are only six points, the correlation is
0.91, reflecting a clear upward trend.  When small firm sales grow faster than
large firm sales, growth in Gross National Product is enhanced in the following
year.  This suggests that SME growth may provide an independent source of
general economic growth.

This would suggest that small firms are either a mechanism for
transmitting economic growth or an independent source of growth – a source of
economic growth not provided by large firms.  It would also suggest that efforts
to harmonise databases to facilitate future comparisons among a larger group of
OECD countries would be of considerable value.

Cross-sector comparisons

Another strategy is to compare changes in different economic sectors,
using classification of jobs and employment for different types of economic
activity. A preliminary analysis comparing 33-34 manufacturing sectors was
completed for seven OECD Member countries (Schreyer and Chavoix-Mannato,
Workshop).  In this case, the average establishment (not firm) size was utilised
in linear models predicting job growth within the same economic sector for the
1985-90 period.  Controls for growth in real output and a constant to capture
trends in employment were included in the linear models.  Pooling data from all
countries leads to 234 observations.  It was found that average establishment
size explained about half the variation in employment growth.  Economic
sectors with a lower average establishment size had, even with controls for
other factors, a greater level of overall job growth.

The authors extend the analysis to consider variation in the distribution of
establishment sizes, for a small average size may reflect uniformly small
establishments or a mass of micro establishments and a few very large firms.
Concentration ratios (percentage of jobs in the largest firms) can be determined
to explore this possibility.  Perhaps even more significant would be the
introduction of a time lag, for data related to both average firm size and job
growth were for the same time period.  A further contribution would be to
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consider other economic sectors besides manufacturing;  perhaps some that are
expanding, such as business services.

Despite the exploratory nature of this cross-sector analysis, it does suggests
that the presence of smaller firms is associated with economic sector growth,
even when the overall sector, manufacturing, may be in decline. Further, the
same patterns were found among all seven OECD Member states included in
the analysis.

Cross-regional comparisons

An alternative strategy makes use of standardised data sets within a single
country. This involves comparing different internal geographic areas,
considering SME presence and firm dynamics as related to economic growth in
later periods. While many OECD countries have detailed data on SME sectors
and economic growth for their total economy, few have developed data
disaggregated on sub-national geographic areas over a period of time.

A programme of research on the role of new and small firms in Swedish
economic growth has been underway for some years (Davidsson et al.,
Workshop).  Using 80 labour market (or journey-to-work) areas as the unit of
analysis, it has explored two aspects of the impact of “simples” (single site
establishments);  “branches” (unit within a multi-establishment firm);  and
“tops” (headquarters establishments) on economic change, including:  i) the role
of regional factors in establishment births and deaths;  and ii) the role of
establishment births and deaths on subsequent economic growth. In Sweden,
99.99 per cent of all simples have less than 200 employees and 98.6 per cent
have fewer than four.  Analysis of the effects of business dynamics on regional
economic well-being has indicated that:  i) greater turbulence (firm births,
deaths, contractions, and expansions) tends to lead to enhanced economic
well-being;  ii) there were low correlations among measures of business
dynamics, regions tended to be unique in this regard;  iii) higher levels of
change seemed to have a positive impact even when absolute levels of growth
were modest;  iv) firm births and deaths tended to have a more positive impact
on economic growth than measures of expansions and contractions;  and v) the
single most important factor affecting economic growth was simple
establishment birth rates. This and other analysis suggested that:
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“... Neither a high dependence on small firms nor on large
firms solely appears to be optimal. The regions which have
experienced the most favourable development of economic
well-being are those that had a good mix of industries and
business sizes, and whose business sector was characterised
by a relatively rapid pace of change.”

(Davidsson et al., Workshop)

This is, however, a complicated issue to analyse and the results are not well
established in all OECD Member countries.  Similar findings were found in an
analysis of 382 labour market areas in the United States (Reynolds and Maki,
1991; Reynolds, 1994).  In this analysis, statistically significant impacts of
measures of business volatility (firm births and deaths) on economic growth
were found.  Despite substantial and consistent positive correlations, linear
models that controlled for other factors produced small, positive effects mostly
related to dynamics in manufacturing.  Conflicting results have been found for
West Germany (Audretsch and Fritsch, 1992).  In the US analysis, it appeared
that higher firm birth rates may be associated with an absence of economic
growth, but regions with higher levels of growth almost always have higher firm
birth rates in previous years.  Firm births may be a necessary but insufficient
condition for subsequent economic growth.

Industrial districts and flexible specialisation

Another source of evidence of the role of SMEs in producing economic
growth has come from local productive systems.  Arzeni (Workshop) points out
that with the decline of the mass production model of industrial production,
researchers have increasingly come to the conclusion that there is no single best
way to organise an industry.  The chain of conception, execution, marketing and
commercialisation of a specific finished product can be successfully organised
by firms in a variety of different ways.  One way is through a local productive
system (or “industrial district”) where there is:  i) a dense relationship of
business activity in a limited space;  ii) a focus on one industrial activity;  iii) a
production process based on a mass of small firms specialising in different
phases of the process;  iv) a mix of competitive and co-operative inter-firm
relationships;  and v) a host community with a local culture that is a mix of
supportive socio-cultural norms and values and an “industrial atmosphere”
(widespread local understanding of the production process along with a
diffusion of technical skills and innovation).
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While it is not clear what proportion of a national economic activity or
growth is provided by these clusters of production excellence, it is clear that
some regions are heavily dependent upon these industrial districts.  They are
very common in Italy and Spain, particularly in the textiles, clothing or
footwear industries.  Quasi-industrial districts can also be identified as an
important part of more heterogeneous regions, such as the cardiovascular device
industry in Southern California;  art auctioneers in London;  optic and imaging
industry in the Rochester/Finger Lakes region of New York State;  McLaren
Vale wine-making in Australia;  and the automobile supplier industry in
Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany (Arzeni, Workshop).

One example of substantial regional differences is found in Italy (Pyke,
Workshop), where regions of “new industrialisation” such as Emilia Romagna,
with a heavy concentration of small firms, grew in prosperity, whilst regions of
“old industrialisation”, such as Lombardia and Piemonte, with a strong presence
of large firms, declined.  Between 1963 and 1984 Emilia Romagna real annual
income (adjusted for inflation) per inhabitant grew 14 per cent, while that in
Lombardia and Piemonte declined 6 and 7 per cent, respectively.  High levels of
out-of-region exports seem to be associated with such growth.

These analyses suggest that, under some conditions and for certain types of
economic production, a vigorous new and small firm sector is not an aberration,
but a necessity for a competitive regional economy.  Collectively, the SMEs in
some industrial districts have created a sustained competitive advantage – for
the district.  Those regions dominated by large firms in some industries have
undergone considerable economic decline.  Studies of the Italian woollen
textiles sector suggest that productivity improvements in the smaller firms
offset the higher wages providing them with lower labour costs.  The larger
firms do not seem to be able to create these productivity improvements.

Policy implications

i) There is some evidence that a vigorous SME sector has a causal impact on
subsequent economic growth.  This complements the important role of large
firms.  There continues to be evidence of substantial geographical variation
within countries regarding the vigour of SME activity and economic well-being.

The available evidence, then, seems to suggest that SME growth can lead
to greater job growth, providing empirical support for the OECD Jobs Study
(OECD, 1994a) recommendation that Member countries may enhance job
growth by improvements in the entrepreneurial climate.  This may increase firm
births and the size of the SME sector and, in turn, economic well-being.  None
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of these analyses suggest that SMEs alone are a major source of subsequent
economic well-being.  In fact, several analysts are careful to point out that large
firms have a unique and important role, and that large and small firms are
generally found in interdependent systems (Davidsson et al.;  Thurik,
Workshop).

ii) There continues to be evidence of substantial geographic variation within
countries regarding the vigour of SME activity and economic well-being.

The Swedish analysis (Davidsson et al., Workshop) and the analysis
provided on New Zealand (Nolan, Workshop) both indicat substantial variation
across internal regions (labour market areas in Sweden;  Territorial Local
Authorities in New Zealand) in terms of firm birth rates.  One of the most
striking findings in an analysis of regional variation in firm birth rates in eight
OECD Member countries was the uniformity in dispersion within each country;
in every case the difference between the most and least fertile regions was a
factor of two or three (Reynolds and Storey, 1993).  In almost every country
those regions with increases in demand (as measured by population growth) and
other indicators of agglomeration or urbanisation were generally associated with
higher levels of firm births.

iii) There is evidence that under special circumstances a region dominated by
an interdependent network of small firms may prosper, even in competitive
international markets, when the right combination of government policies, local
institutions, and co-operative productive arrangements are in place.  It is not
clear how to create such districts.  There are clearly special situations where
SMEs have a critical role in economic well being.

Arzeni (Workshop) reports on a wide range of cases where regional
economies have specialised in a given product or service.  In these cases, a
dense population of interdependent SMEs seem to have created a sustained
competitive advantage for these regions in the global economy.  This has, in
turn, provided sustained economic well-being.  New and small firms are a
critical feature of this form of economic growth.  The second example (Tarrago,
Workshop) is of the dramatic restructuring occurring in Uruguay after the
creation of a free trade area in the southern cone of South America,
MERCOSUR.  As the smallest participant, Uruguay has undergone major
structural changes in order to accommodate its new partners, yet unemployment
has not increased.  This is, in part, due to the creation of new firms and the
expansion of existing SMEs.
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A critical feature of the most successful industrial districts seems to be the
development of a strong social norm that minimises opportunistic behaviour.
Those firms with new innovations or new products that might be exploited for
substantial personal gain appear to share the benefits within the industrial
district, thereby enhancing the competitive stature of the entire group.  How
such norms may be developed or maintained is not clear.

iv) As the role of new and small firms in subsequent economic growth may be
subtle and complicated, additional research on this topic – including evaluation
of the impact of government programmes – will require relatively sophisticated
and detailed longitudinal data on business firms.

III. Monitoring Job and Firm Dynamics

No topic related to SMEs has received more attention than the relationship
between firm size and job creation.  Two basic patterns have been emphasised
in analyses of OECD Member countries:  i) that a large proportion, usually a
majority, of business jobs are in micro, small and medium-sized firms;  and
ii)  that micro, small, and medium-sized firms are, as a sector, associated with a
substantial proportion of new jobs, both gross and net (job gains less job losses).
Only under very unusual circumstances, to be discussed below, have different
patterns been found with respect to sources of net job gains in OECD Member
countries in the past several decades.

Attention to these issues – “Where are the jobs?”, “Where do jobs come
from?” – has led to a considerable amount of analysis and, finally, to the
creation of new data sets in many OECD Member countries.  The following will
consider current discussions of sources of existing jobs, issues in the analysis of
data to determine the sources of new jobs, some recent analyses of sources of
new jobs, and efforts to develop a capacity for creating cross-national analysis
of job dynamics.  The section concludes with a review of the policy
implications.

Sources of existing jobs

A typical analysis related to the first point, the distribution of firm size and
the jobs, is provided in Table 1.  It is clear that large firms – a fraction of
1 per cent of all firms in the EU and the United States – are major sources of
jobs, providing one-quarter to one-half of all jobs.  SMEs with less than
499 employees, in both cases, provide the largest proportion of jobs, from over
two-thirds in the EU-12 to over one-half in the United States.  The micro and
small enterprises (less than 100 employees) are providing almost half of all jobs
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in the EU-12 and one-third in the United States.  Recent results developed for
the EU member States (Benassi, Workshop) and the OECD Member countries
(Schreyer and Chavoix-Mannato, Workshop) show similar patterns.

Table 1.  Size distribution of firms and employment share:
selected OECD countries

Percentage of firms Percentage of jobs
EU-12 United

States
EU-12 United

States
Base (millions) 15 780 5 074 95 000 93 469
Micro enterprises (0-10 employees) 93.3 78.2 31.8 12.2
Small enterprises (11-99 employees) 6.2 20.0 24.9 27.0
Medium-sized enterprises (100-499 employees) 0.5 1.4 15.1 14.4
Large enterprises (500+ employees) 0.1 0.3 28.1 46.3
Total 100.1 99.9 99.9 99.9
Note:  Column sums do not equal 100 due to rounding errors.
Source:  EU-12 (1990), The European Observatory for SMEs, 1994, Table 2.2.  Non-primary
private sectors;  United States (1990), U.S. Small Business Administration, 1993, Table 1.11.

There is, in addition, considerable evidence to show that the proportion of
jobs found in SMEs has been increasing since 1970.  The proportion of large
firms and the jobs they provide has been declining across many OECD Member
countries (Loveman and Sengenberger, 1991).  This has important implications
for the capacity of OECD Member countries to respond to change, as
emphasised in the OECD Jobs Study (OECD 1994a).

While precise comparisons are not possible, it is clear that SMEs make
major contributions to all OECD Member countries (see Table 2).  SMEs make
up over 99 per cent of all firms, are the source of 40 to 80 per cent of all
employment, and provide between 30 and 70 per cent of gross domestic product
(GDP).  Table 3 indicates changes in employment share by firm size.  Except in
Japan, the percentage of jobs provided by large firms declined in the 1980s.
Most OECD Member countries have seen an increase in employment share for
SMEs;  the trend is particularly clear in Canada, Italy, the United Kingdom and
the United States.
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Table 2.  The role of SMEs in national economies
Percentages

SMEs as a percentage
of enterprises

Employment SMEs’ contribution to
GDP

Australia 96.0 45.01 23.01

Belgium 99.7 72.0 n.a.
Canada 99.8 60.02 57.22

Denmark 98.8 77.8 56.7
Finland 99.5 52.6 n.a.
France 99.9 69.0 61.83

Germany 99.7 65.7 34.9
Greece 99.5 73.8 27.14

Ireland 99.2 85.61 40.0
Italy 99.7 49.02 40.5
Japan 99.5 73.82 57.03

Netherlands 99.8 57.0 50.0
Portugal 99.0 79.0 66.0
Spain 99.5 63.7 64.35

Sweden 99.8 56.06 n.a.
Switzerland 99.0 79.3 n.a.
United Kingdom 99.9 67.2 30.3
United States 99.7 53.7 48.0

1. All data are for the year 1991, except Spain, Canada and Ireland (1989), Germany, Greece and
Italy (1988), the Netherlands and France (1990).

2. Manufacturing only.
3. For Canada, percentage of sector employment and GDP in 1993.
4. Percentage of value added.
5. Percentage of value added in manufacturing.
6. Percentage of sales.
7. Percentage of private sector employment in 1992.
Source:  OECD (1996, forthcoming), Globalisation of Economic Activities and Development of
SMEs: Country Reports;  European Observatory for SMEs, 1995.

This shift toward a greater proportion of jobs in SMEs may have
moderated.  The higher relative growth of jobs in firms with fewer than
500 employees, compared to large firms, continued from 1988 to 1993, but
there was no difference in the 1993-95 period for the EU-15 plus Norway
(Thurik, Workshop).  Value added and annual sales have grown faster for larger
EU firms since 1990.  In France, the percentage of jobs in SMEs began to drop
slightly after 1990, following a decade of growth, although the percentage of
jobs in micro firms continued to rise (Parent, Workshop).
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Table 3.  Breakdown of employment by size of establishment
Percentages

Year Number of employees

1-19 20-99 100-499 >500
G7 countries

Canada
1 1984

1989
4.8
4.2

29.4
36.2

37.7
35.6

27.0
23.9

France
2 1985

1990
25.8
28.8

20.4
20.4

18.3
16.4

35.3
34.4

Germany 1988
1990

16.7
18.8

27.5
26.8

17.3
16.9

38.4
37.5

Italy 1988
1990

47.5
51.1

23.6
22.4

10.3
10.0

18.5
16.5

Japan
1 1988

1993
24.4
23.0

30.8
30.8

17.76

18.06

27.17

28.37

United Kingdom 1988
1991

32.1
33.0

15.0
16.1

17.7
17.2

35.2
33.8

United States3 1988
1991

17.7
20.3

19.9
18.6

14.9
14.2

45.5
46.9

Other OECD countries

Belgium
4 1989

1991
18.0
19.0

31.0
32.0

21.0
21.0

30.0
28.0

Denmark 1988
1990

22.1
31.3

37.1
32.9

17.1
16.2

23.8
19.5

Greece 1984
1988

43.0
42.6

20.6
21.5

63.6
64.2

36.4
35.8

Ireland
5 1986

1989
4.6
4.6

36.6
36.7

34.5
36.7

15.3
14.4

Portugal 1986
1990

15.5
17.0

33.9
36.4

22.7
22.0

27.9
24.4

Spain 1988
1990

35.9
43.2

30.4
26.6

16.9
12.4

16.8
17.8

Source:  U.S. Small Business Association (1995), The State of Small Business:  A Report for the
President, Government Printing Office, Washington, DC;  Small Business in Japan: White Paper
on SMEs in Japan, 1995;  The European Observatory for SMEs (1994), 2nd Annual Report.
1. Manufacturing only.
2. Employees only.
3. By size of establishment (excluding agricultural establishments).
4. Private sector only.
5. Does not total to 100 per cent because between 7.6 and 8.9 per cent of establishments are not broken

down by year.
6. These figures represent establishments employing 100-299 people.
7. These figures represent establishments employing more than 300 people.
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It is clear that some jobs will always be in large firms and that the growth
of the proportion of jobs in SMEs cannot continue indefinitely.  On the other
hand, it is also clear that the majority of OECD business jobs are now in SMEs
and that this phenomenon is likely to persist for the foreseeable future.

Sources of new jobs:  analysis assumptions

What is not well understood, however, is that – up to now – not one data
set has been developed for the specific purpose of monitoring job flows among
different sized business firms.  Given the expense involved, this is
understandable.  Every analysis related to job creation by firm size has utilised a
data set developed for other purposes.  As a result, it has been necessary to
make assumptions about important features associated with these data sets.

Understanding the sources of these differences requires the examination of
a number of issues:  the conception of a job-creating firm;  identification of the
appropriate decision-making entity in multi-establishment firms;  identification
of firm births and deaths;  and procedures for measuring firm size.  For each of
these issues, a range of alternatives is present which may affect the data patterns
and conclusions.  But a unique combination of assumptions may reflect a
general assumption about the nature of the economic system and, in turn, point
to those issues worth serious attention.

Prior expectations and choice of definitions

The choices made in developing an analysis seem to reflect two different
conceptions of the economic system.  One emphasizes a relatively stable system
dominated by large, slow-changing firms.  Analysts starting from this
perspective may have a primary concern of ensuring that a system in
equilibrium is accurately measured.  The other conception is that of a more
volatile, turbulent system where change is considered the normal state of affairs.
In this case, efforts may focus on attempting to provide a current, contemporary
description of critical job creation processes.  Definitions and assumptions
associated with these different perspectives are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4.  Conceptions of the economy and data collection decisions

Definitional feature Stable equilibrium
Large firm dominated
Reduce measurement error

Volatile change
All sizes contribute
Develop timely data

Business entity Ensure present employment
(more than 5 or 20 employees)

All business entities
All firms with workers

Time between data collection 1 to 5 years acceptable Yearly, quarterly, or, if
possible, monthly

Firm births Delay acceptance Include immediately
Firm deaths Delay discontinuance Drop immediately
Measures of firm size Long-term averages to minimise

error of measurement
Current period to capture
present role in economy

Birth year size Wait several periods Measure early
Ownership structure among
establishments

Accept firms, establishments as
equivalent

Preference for firm-level
analysis

If it is assumed that OECD Member economies are in equilibrium, then
one would expect structural change to be slow, and the most significant firms to
be relatively enduring entities providing permanent jobs.  The data collection
and measurement procedures would then be oriented toward providing accurate
information about a cadre of large firms.  Efforts to capture a “secondary
economy” of less significant, more volatile firms providing temporary
employment would be seen as less important.  These assumptions may, for
some sectors or time periods, be quite appropriate.  For example, manufacturing
firms tend to take some time to implement and often change very slowly.  This
may have been an appropriate assumption for US manufacturing in the
immediate post-World War II period and other OECD Member countries
following the post-World War II rebuilding periods.

This could lead, then, to analysing only firms above a certain size, say with
more than five or 20 employees.  It may lead to collecting data on these firms at
rather long intervals, say five years.  It would lead to great care in accepting a
new entry in the data set as a firm birth or death [one analysis treats firms as
“born” when their employment grows to over 20;  firms that drop below
20 employees are considered “dead” (Parent, Workshop)].  Measures of firm
size may be developed to minimise “errors of measurement” by averaging size
reported over long periods of time, up to 15 years.  Measures of “birth size”
may be delayed to allow average size to be averaged over several periods.  If, in
addition, it is assumed that critical staffing decisions are made in “productive
units”, there may not be much concern as to whether establishments or firms are
taken as the unit of analysis.
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If, on the other hand, it is assumed that turbulence and change are an
integral part of the economic system and that firms and jobs are relatively
volatile rather than permanent features of the economy, then quite different
decisions will be made about the data required to accurately represent the
economic system.  All firms will be considered as significant and efforts will be
made to encompass all business activity in the data set.  To capture changes
with precision, the lags between data collection periods will be shortened as
much as possible, yearly at a minimum, ideally quarterly or even monthly.
Firms will be incorporated into the data sets as quickly as possible, dropped
immediately they are no longer active.  Measures of firm size will emphasize
the current role in the economy.  Measures of the birth year size will attempt to
capture the firm as soon as it becomes an autonomous operating business.
Finally, there may be a concerted effort to monitor decision-making business
entities rather than simply establishments, and some attention may be given to
whether or not it is possible to monitor multi-establishment firms.  This may
lead to efforts to monitor shifts in ownership of establishments.

Conception of a business

A business entity can be considered as any independent activity that
participates in an economic system.  An independent individual person may,
conceptually, be responsible for one or more such entities.  For example, a
housewife may provide childcare services during the daytime and typing
services during the evenings:  two separate economic activities, two separate
forms of self-employment.  Many would not consider either activity a “real
business” unless other jobs are created.  If this person hired an assistant to help
with the childcare business, the activity would then be considered a job creating
firm – particularly if the employer provided benefits and filed appropriate tax
returns for her childcare business employees.

For some analysts, a business activity may not be considered a firm unless
a certain number of “legally reported” jobs are created, five has been used in
one analysis (Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh; 1993) and 20 in another (Parent,
Workshop).  If a substantial proportion of new jobs are created by “micro
enterprises” with less than 10 employees, this criterion becomes an important
issue in identifying all sources of new jobs.  A recent US analysis, for example,
suggests that the 0-4 firm size is particularly important as a source of new jobs
(US Small Business Administration, 1994b).
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Structure of multi-establishment firms

Most business activity occurs at a well defined physical site, plant or
location, referred to as an “establishment” in the technical literature.  However,
many firms have several different sites.  The work of all the units may be
co-ordinated at a single location.  Several forms are possible, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2.  Alternative business organisational structures

Simple

Single Site

Branch 1

Simple Hierarchy

Top

Branch 2

Simple

Complex Hierarchy

Single Site

Parent Top

Subsidiary
Top A

Subsidiary
Top B

Branch 1

Branch A1 Branch A2 Branch B1 Branch B2
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The simple form consists of a single site that involves all ownership,
control, and productive activities.  The simple hierarchy involves multiple
locations, one that involves ownership, control, and decision-making activities
and two, identified as Branch 1 and Branch 2, that involve productive or sales
activities.  These could be different factories for a manufacturing firm or
different stores for a retail firm.  The complex hierarchy involves a parent top
which owns, in this example, two subsidiaries, each of which involves a top and
two branches.  The result is seven different units.  As before, they may be
physically combined, with the parent top and the two subsidiary tops sharing the
same offices or one subsidiary top and a branch in the same location.

The distinction is important because many business data sets are organised
around individual sites or establishments (Figure 2 presents 11 establishments
representing three firms.)  Reporting on employees or filing taxes related to
workers is often carried out on the basis of individual establishments.  Hence, it
is efficient to create data files based on specific physical locations, or
establishments.  Remarkably, there are many data sets where it is not possible to
determine the actual ownership relationships among the various establishments.
This is a particular problem when different political or tax jurisdictions are
involved.  For example, the parent top may lie in one jurisdiction (perhaps the
state of New York or Germany) while production occurs in a branch in another
jurisdiction (perhaps the state of California or Spain).  Only if the branches
provide accurate information about the tops that own them and the agency
organising the data from the different political jurisdictions (New York and
California, Germany and Spain), can the complete firm hierarchy be
constructed.

If the complete firm hierarchy cannot be constructed, then there is a
possibility that individual establishments will be considered single site firms
when they are really branches of more complex firms, thus over-estimating the
activity of smaller firms.

Further, as pointed out by Armington (Workshop), employment is usually
located at a specific business site, local unit or establishment, but hiring
decisions are usually vested in a legal business entity or enterprise, which may
comprise more than one establishment.  Analysis of employment changes at the
establishment (or site) level will distinguish differences by physical location
and economic sector and most closely approximate the theoretical production
unit.  But strategic and financial decisions are generally made at the highest
enterprise level, so that the legal firm or enterprise is recommended for
classification of business size for most types of analysis.
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Identifying a firm birth and death

Most analysis using large-scale data sets is based on comparisons of the
data sets at two points in time.  Five types of impact can be identified (none,
birth job gain, expansion job gain, death job loss, contraction job loss).  These
are outlined in Table 5.  The actual data set for a given country may, however,
contain several million records (each line in Table 5 would be part of a record):
a record for each single enterprise (site, plant or location) or for each single firm
(with one or more sites).

Table 5.  Establishment changes over time:  alternative inferences

ID number Time 1 Time 2 Classification Effect on jobs
1 10 jobs 10 jobs Stable None
2 Not present 8 jobs Birth 8 created
3 6 jobs Not present Deactivated 6 lost
4 10 jobs 16 jobs Growth 6 created
5 13 jobs 5 jobs Shrink 8 lost
6 495 jobs 505 jobs Small to large firm 10 created
7 505 jobs 495 jobs Large to small firm 10 lost

Several features of this procedure are important.  The actual period that
elapses between Time 1 and Time 2 is of some consequence in making
inferences about firm and job turbulence.  A period of several years, which is
not uncommon, may not include firms that are implemented, create jobs,
operate, and disappear in a short period of time.  Further, a typical analysis
involves a count of total jobs.  The total number of jobs may be the same, as for
Business 1, but the jobs or occupants may have undergone substantial change.
Such changes which are internal to businesses cannot be identified in this type
of analysis (this would require a more complex and detailed data set on both
firms and employees).

If the procedures for monitoring individual businesses are “imperfect”,
firms that are in continuing operation may be missed at Time 2 and erroneously
classified as deactivated, and firms that were in existence prior to Time 1 may
be classified as births.  This type of problem is particularly acute where there
are changes in ownership – establishments are bought or sold – or where firms
have a temporary period of dormancy (some businesses, such as those in tourist
or vacation areas, are seasonal and only operate during portions of the year.)
This is one reason that longitudinal studies of new firms based on high response
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rate surveys have higher survival rates than analysis based on administrative
data sets (Kirchhoff, 1994, Chapter 8).

Finally, it should be mentioned that the start-up process associated with the
conception, gestation, and birth of new firms is substantially more complicated
and involved than registering the firm, completing a credit rating form,
answering a government questionnaire, or filing a tax return.  While it is not
clear at what stage in the start-up process new firms are incorporated in these
large-scale data sets, it is clear that it occurs relatively late in the process, after
many other activities have occurred and much effort has been spent (Reynolds
1995a, 1995b).  Efforts to provide harmonised data bases within the EU are
encouraging each EU State to establish business registries (Benassi, Workshop),
however the basis for entering the registry is not standardised.  This
measurement in variation could lead to some variation in patterns.

Procedures for measuring firm size

Measuring firm size is important to allow the percentage of jobs created by
a firm to be calculated.  Such calculations require that a “base size” be
established.  Given the types of data sets underlying the presentation in Table 5,
there are several alternative methods for measuring firm size, based on the
number of jobs (Armington, Workshop):  firm size at Time 1;  firm size at
Time 2;  or an average of measures from two or more data points.  The choice
of method depends somewhat on assumptions about establishments and their
role in the productive system.

If it is assumed that establishments (or plants) are designed to have an
“optimal size”, one that will produce the lowest cost per unit of output, then the
choice of size measure should approximate this optimal size.  If data are
available for a number of points in time, rather than two, and cover a fairly long
period, say five or ten years, then the use of an average figure to establish firm
size may be justified.  Such a procedure assumes that short-term shifts in
number of employees, over one to two years, are temporary aberrations, rather
than responses to changes in economic conditions – costs or market demand:

“A research programme analysing job dynamics has used the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Center for Economic Studies
Longitudinal Research Datafile (LRD).  This file represents
a sample of US manufacturing plants that involves annual
data on total plant employment from 1973 through 1988.
The assumptions regarding measures of size are clearly
stated:  employment often fluctuates from year to year,
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because of demand variation and other factors, average plant
size provides a better indication of the production unit’s
intended scale of operations.  Hence, for most purposes,
average size is preferred to current size.  For similar reasons,
current size is preferred to base year size.”

(Haltiwanger, Workshop)

Average plant size is the weighted mean number of employees over all
observations available during the 1973-88 period.  Firm size equals the
weighted mean number of manufacturing workers employed by a plant’s parent
firm computed over all observations of the firm in the six data points in the
Census of Manufacturers (completed every five years from 1963-87).  In this
study, then, it is assumed that the optimal, or most profitable, size of a plant or
manufacturing firm in 1963 was the same as the optimal size in 1988 – two
decades later.

Assuming a firm has a “best size”, a temporary reduction in employment
may cause a firm to be classified as small, and the correction – job gain – may
be classified as a small firm growth.  A temporary increase may cause a firm to
be classified as large, and the correction – job loss – may be classified as a large
firm contraction (Picot and Dupuy, Workshop).  Note that this requires a firm to
be on the borderline between two categories, and the change in jobs large
enough to be significant.

This is often referred to in technical discussions as the “regression to the
mean” phenomena, reflecting an assumption that there is a “true” or “right” size
and that incorrect size data is simply “measurement error”.  There is concern
that this “measurement error” – a temporary aberration in the base year size –
will increase the proportion of new jobs allocated to smaller firms.  Many of the
procedures to create a more stable measure of “base year size” are designed to
minimise the “measurement error” and, in turn, the influence of the “regression
to the mean” problem.  (Technically speaking, since regression analyses are not
actually performed, this is a misuse of the term “regression to the mean”.)

On the other hand, if one assumes that managers, owners or entrepreneurs
are constantly adjusting employment to maximise short-term profits –
increasing employment as demand increases and workers are available,
decreasing employment as demand falls to reduce costs – then the most
defensible measure of size may be that at the beginning of a given period.  This
is the size before employment is adjusted in response to changing cost factors or
market opportunities.  Some would consider this to be one of the major
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responsibilities of managers, owners or entrepreneurs;  a responsibility that has
become more critical with increases in market turbulence and economic
uncertainty and, in turn, risks to profits.

As pointed out by Armington (Workshop), a recent analysis of UK
plant-level changes over ten years found no evidence of size convergence for
any of five size categories (Konings, 1995).  This suggests that there is no
tendency for long-term convergence to an optimal size and that, by default, the
second assumption may be the more appropriate.

Birth year size

Table 5 illustrates one business, ID 2, which was not present in Time 1 but
which was located at Time 2 with eight jobs.  If the Time 1 size of zero is used
in the calculations, the percentage of job growth will be infinite for this period.
To avoid this result, other procedures may be employed.  For example, one
could use either the average size over the time period (i.e. four jobs for firm
ID 2), yielding a 100 per cent job growth rate over this period, or the size in
Time 2, giving a 0 per cent job growth rate for the period.  The most
conservative solution is to treat the birth job creation as including job growth
for the same period.  Job growth would not be computed until after the first
period.

This could be more of a problem with the founding of branches.  For the
speedy creation of a manufacturing facility, a major retail outlet may create
hundreds of jobs within several months, falling between Time 1 and Time 2 for
most data sets.  These new entities would only be picked up in Time 2, as
illustrated in Table 5.  This illustrates the importance of knowing the
hierarchical structure of the establishments analysed as such events should
probably be treated as the expansion of a multi-site firm, and not as an
independent firm birth.  It would be very rare for an independent business start-
up to create hundreds of jobs in a short time period.

Gross and net job changes

Net job change over a time period is simply the difference between jobs
created and jobs lost.  The methodological breakthrough developed in the early
studies (Birch, 1979;  Armington and Odle, 1982) was simply the capacity to
produce comparisons similar to those of Table 5 for entire economic systems.
Previous analysis focused on changes in the total number of jobs:  the net
change.  The righthand column of Table 5 indicates that for these seven
businesses, 24 jobs were created and 24 jobs lost with no net job change.  There
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were, in addition, one firm birth and one firm death, with no net change in the
number of firms.

This finding – that gross firm and job turbulence may be substantially
greater than net changes – is almost universal.  It provides a way to emphasize
the importance of a given size category of businesses.  It is always possible to
emphasize gross job creation rather than net job creation and arrive at a higher
figure.  This can be done with firms in any size category, whether it be micro,
small, medium or large.  The effect may be particularly dramatic where a net
job loss occurs, for the increased job loss if a given size sector had not produced
gross job creation can be emphasized.

Sources of new jobs:  recent analyses

The first efforts to determine the dynamics of job flows, the second issue,
produced unexpected findings.  The initial analysis indicated that up to 80 per
cent of net job gains in the United States were provided by new firm births and
small firm expansions – and not by established large firms (Birch, 1979).
Further analysis suggested that this estimate varies with the economic cycle,
with small firms providing a greater proportion of new jobs in recessions, and a
share equal to that of large firms during economic expansions (Armington and
Olde, 1982;  Kirchhoff, 1994).  The most recent analyses in the United States
indicate that new and small firms provide gross and net jobs in about the same
proportion as their role as sources of jobs at any given time.  For example, firms
with less than 500 employees provided 51 per cent of the 86 million jobs in
1984, and 51 per cent of the 97 million jobs in 1988.  They also provided
48.5 per cent of the net job gain over these four years.  The slightly larger share
of net job gains among firms with over 500 employees was due to the expansion
of large firms in the retail and communication, transportation, and utility sectors
(U.S. Small Business Administration, 1994a, Tables 2.13, 2.15).

Similar findings were reported in a recent analysis based on a longitudinal
sample of manufacturing plants (not firms) with five or more employees from
1972 to 1988 (Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh, 1993).  Table 3 of this analysis
indicates that manufacturing firms with 5 to 500 employees provide 35 per cent
of all jobs, 46 per cent of gross job gains, and 43 per cent of gross job losses for
a net job gain of 3 per cent.  In contrast, manufacturing firms with more than
500 employees provide 65 per cent of jobs, 53  per cent of gross job gains, and
56 per cent of gross job losses for a net loss of 3 per cent.  The implications for
economic growth are somewhat complicated by the fact that there was a net loss
of manufacturing sector jobs over the entire period.
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There have been shifts in the proportion of jobs provided by small or large
firms, but there is substantial evidence to show that both large and small firms
are substantial sources of gross and net new jobs.  The extent of SME
contributions tends to vary by size definition, state of the economic cycle,
emphasis by economic sector, and size distribution of firms within the
economy.  This latter finding, related to job creation and firm size, has been the
source of some misunderstanding and controversy.  Several recent analyses (of
manufacturing in the United States;  all economic sectors and all firms in
Canada;  and all firms with over 20 employees in France) illustrate the impact
of different combinations of measurement procedures and assumptions on the
outcomes.

United States:  manufacturing

One analysis of sources of job changes in the US manufacturing sector
uses assumptions consistent with the notion that economies are relatively stable
and slow to change (Haltiwanger, Workshop).  Average establishment (plant)
size was computed as the weighted mean number of employees over all
observations available during the 1973-88 period.  Firm size equals the
weighted mean number of manufacturing workers employed by a plant’s parent
firm computed over all observations in the six data points in the Census of
Manufacturers (completed every five years from 1963-1987).  In this study,
then, it is assumed that the optimal, or most profitable, size of a plant (with the
same geographic location) or manufacturing firm in 1963 was the same as the
optimal size in 1988 – two decades later.

Using nine plant sizes (0-19 to 5 000+) and twelve firm sizes (0-19 to
50 000+), the analysis indicates that the annual rates of job creation and job
destruction decline substantially with size for the 1973-88 period (Haltiwanger,
Workshop, Figure 1).  For the smallest plants and firms both creation and
destruction exceed 16 per cent, and for the largest categories both are above
6 per cent.  This means that for the smallest size categories one-third of jobs are
created or destroyed each year and, if there are no job changes internal to the
business, about one-in-eight for larger plants and firms.  However, as this is a
sector in decline, the job destruction rate exceeds the job creation rate for all
size classes.

The effect of alternative plant size definitions on net job growth indicates
that only if a base year plant size measure is used will any positive net job
growth be identified, and then only for plants with less than 50 employees
(Haltiwanger, Workshop, Figure 2).  All other size measures and size categories
are associated with net annual jobs losses in US manufacturing from 1973-88.
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An analysis of the net contribution to job creation (or relative job losses for this
declining economic sector) by plant or firm size finds, as do most other studies,
that the contribution is in proportion to the share of total jobs (Haltiwanger,
Workshop, Figure 3).  In other words, most manufacturing jobs are in large
firms, and large firms create and destroy more jobs than smaller firms.

The fact that new firms have higher growth rates leads to an analysis of net
job creation with controls introduced to eliminate the effect of plant
(establishment) age.  An additional control is introduced by considering growth
in relationship to average total manufacturing net growth.  As this “growth” has
been negative over the entire period, the comparison avoids presentations
dominated by negatives.  Using two different measures of plant size, current and
average, the results are quite similar.  The use of age controls results in positive
results for larger plants and negative results for smaller plants (Haltiwanger,
Workshop, Figure 5).  This is particularly dramatic when average plant size
(computed over a period of several years) is considered, for then only small
firms show a major deviation from the manufacturing growth average and it is
strongly negative only when age controls are introduced.

This analysis makes it possible to control for a central feature of small
firms – this group will include almost all of the new firms.  This reflects a static
conception of the economic order as composed of a fixed and stable set of
activities with little change in the population of firms that make up the business
population.

This is in contrast to a recent all-sector analysis of the United States using
data developed by the Bureau of the Census for 1989-91.  This analysis
indicates that firms with 0-4 employees (included in the 0-19 job category in the
analysis above) created 95 per cent of all net new jobs;  the remaining 5 per cent
were provided by firms with more than 500 employees;  and there were net job
losses in all other size categories (U.S. Small Business Administration, 1994b).
Because of the short time period and the newness of this data set, it is not
possible to create an average firm size over a number of previous periods,
leading to the emphasis on a base year indicator of firm size.  It is also not
possible, given this data set, to control for firm age and separate the impact of
new small firms from that of established small firms.

Canada:  all sectors

The capacity to analyse the contributions of SMEs to Canada’s economic
well-being is substantially enhanced by the Longitudinal Employment Analysis
Programme (LEAP) company-level data file (Picot and Dupuy, Workshop).
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This includes each Canadian business (925 000 in 1992) that issued a record of
employment earnings for tax purposes.  Only jobs in agriculture, health,
education and government sectors are excluded.  Establishment- and firm-level
data are now available for 1978 through 1992, although there was a change in
procedures in 1989, requiring care in temporal comparisons.  A second file
provides data on manufacturing for the 1970-90 period.

In terms of the central issue – the relationship of firm size to job gains –
this database allows the use of four different size measures:  i) base year size;
ii) current average size (over the period);  iii) prior average size (for two
previous periods);  and iv) long-term average size (for multiple prior periods).
Using the first three measures of firm size, the authors report two basic findings.
First, the choice of the measure of firm size has a very large effect on the
results.  Second, no matter which measure is employed, both gross job gain and
gross job loss are concentrated in the small firm sector, and the rate of job gain
and job loss decreases monotonically as size increases (Picot and Dupuy,
Workshop, p. 5).  It should be noted that different measures of firm size do not
affect the proportion of total employment provided by different sized firms.

Using only the longer data file on manufacturing firms, the same patterns
were found as with analysis of Canadian firms in all economic sectors, smaller
firms provide more of the net job gain.  When the Canadian data set is modified
to emphasize establishments and match that used in the US analysis discussed
above (Haltiwanger, Workshop), the use of alternative measures of size has an
effect similar to that observed in the United States, but the conclusions are not
changed – smaller plants provide greater net job gain (Baldwin and Picot,
1994).  This suggests a fundamental difference between Canada and United
States in terms of their manufacturing sectors, perhaps related to the greater role
of larger manufacturing firms in the United States.

Over the 1983-91 period the Canadian analysis finds that in all sectors,
including manufacturing, small firms have increased both their share of jobs and
payroll, although the payroll share has not increased as much.  Further efforts
were undertaken to explore the contribution of continuing firms, excluding
those that were created or discontinued during this period.  Again, it was found
that among continuing firms, the major sources of jobs gains were the smaller
firms.  Further, when firms within each size class were considered, most of the
job gains and job losses were provided by a minority of firms.  The concept of
an “average” firm – small or large – was considered misleading.  Finally, the
1983-89 period was broken down into two three-year periods to determine the
extent to which change patterns, growth or decline, continued over time.
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Change patterns in one period were not found to be related to change patterns in
subsequent periods.

France:  all sectors, micro-enterprises excluded

A panel of businesses based on tax returns and annual surveys has been
implemented in France to create the SUSE (Système Unifié de Statistiques
d’Enterprises).  It is based on a consolidation of data in the Register of
Enterprises and Establishments (the Siren code) and annual filings with the
Direction Générale des Impôts (French tax administration).  A separate
administrative identifier is used by the French state tax authority;  for the
1984-92 period, 3.5 million firms had a unique tax identifier.

For this analysis three size classifications were used:  petite (or micro in
EU terms) of 0-19 employees;  small (20-499 employees), and large (or grande)
of over 500 employees.  A unique feature of this analysis was the fact that it
considered only those establishments and firms with more than 20 employees;
dynamic processes in micro firms (0-19 employees) were ignored.  Firms that
grew to more than 20 employees were considered births;  those that shrank
below the criteria of 20 employees were considered deaths.  Further, the
analysis emphasized firms that may be composed of one or more establishments
or sites, but ownership by a larger parent (or group) was not considered in the
primary analysis.  Hence, a firm may be considered as independent even though
it was the legal subsidiary of a larger economic organisation (Parent,
Workshop).

The basic findings of this analysis, however, were quite similar to those for
studies of other OECD Member countries using different procedures and
definitions.  The proportion of jobs associated with small firms
(20-499 employees) rose steadily from 1985-92, although most of this shift
occurred between 1985-88.  This was true for all economic sectors and was
accompanied by a shift in jobs from manufacturing to market services.

Most distinctive was the attention to the structure of establishments among
small firms with 50-499 employees.  Within this size group the size of the
typical establishment, even in multi-establishment firms, appeared to be
shrinking.  This may have reflected the shift away from manufacturing, where
establishments tend to be larger.  There was, however, more stability among the
establishment ownership of firms employing 20-499 people than among those in
the 500+ category.  Small firms that disappeared as independent entities were
no different from those that continued in operation, perhaps because one-third
were taken over by a larger organisation.  These groups were considered
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responsible for much of the turbulence among the SMEs they control as
subsidiaries.

Not only is the proportion of SMEs owned by groups increasing, but a
substantial proportion of SMEs are creating new groups.  This suggests that
many French SMEs may not be the independent operations often characterised
in the discussions on small firms and entrepreneurship.

Potential for cross-national analysis

Efforts to develop a more comprehensive understanding of complex
phenomena are enhanced when the range of situations or contexts available for
analysis can be expanded.  As the number and diversity of settings in which a
pattern is observed grows, confidence in the universal nature of the pattern
increases.  In addition, the ability to explore the effect of contextual variation on
fundamental phenomena is facilitated by cross-national analysis.  A number of
efforts are now underway to create data sets for different countries in order to
facilitate cross-national comparisons.

Eurostat

The Statistical Office of the European Communities, Eurostat, has stressed
the importance of SME data since the late 1980s (Benassi, Workshop).  It is
now re-organising all statistics on enterprises in the European Union countries.
Initial work, after World War II, assumed that a small number of large and
medium-sized industrial units played the major role in the economy.  It was
relatively inexpensive to gather data from a few thousand firms.  The expansion
and importance of economic sectors dominated by SMEs has required a
substantial change in objectives and data gathering methods, as well as
increased resources, since millions of production units now have to be covered.
As of 1990, 14 million firms employed 92 million people in the EU-12.

Appropriate representations of the post-industrial economy reflect a need
to gather data that will cover the scope and range of EU SMEs, accurately
reflecting their diversity.  This requires:  an understanding of the coverage, or
lack of coverage, in the various EU member States;  procedures that can
accurately reflect the dynamic changes in the firm population and their
economic focus;  use of an appropriate unit of analysis (a set of productive
activities with co-ordinated decision making);  determining and harmonising
appropriate size categories;  and a capacity to determine firm changes in size.
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In co-ordinating the reform of member State statistics on enterprises,
Eurostat has promoted a comprehensive approach, including:  harmonisation of
basic concepts and of classification of activities and products;  definition of the
minimum data to be supplied at EU level;  establishment of central registers of
enterprises;  use of modern methods of data processing and communication;
and maximum use of the administrative sources available in order to reduce, as
much as possible, the statistical workload for businesses.  This has involved:
broad consultation with member States;  the provision of standards for the
outcomes but flexibility in procedures within the member States;  and, in
collaboration with various member States, the development of pilot projects.
Creation of useful SME data is one of these pilot projects.

Major changes that are in development for the entire EU with regards to all
enterprise statistics include:  standardisation of the economic sector
classification (NACE, Rev. 1);  stipulation that all countries must develop
comprehensive central registers for all businesses;  and specific core data to be
collected from all businesses (with some variation across difference economic
sectors).  The SME project is a collaboration between the EU Directorate
General XXIII and Eurostat, and involves the voluntary participation of national
statistical institutions in the member States.  It involves standardising the data
produced in tabular form for all countries, exploratory work on appropriate
SME indicators (business demographic indicators, job changes, annual sales,
value added, etc.).  This work has already been the basis for a series of reports
describing enterprises in Europe, and data is shared with the OECD on a regular
basis.

OECD:  the Industry Committee’s Ad Hoc Group of Experts on SME Statistics

In 1984, the OECD survey based on the Information System on Industrial
Statistics (ISIS) began collecting data by size of establishment, providing a
significant level of industry detail in manufacturing.  In 1992, an Ad Hoc Group
of Experts on SME statistics was created to develop a statistical database on
SMEs (by size of enterprise) in co-operation with Eurostat, in order to reduce
the reporting requirements of Member countries (Schreyer and Chavoix-
Mannato, Workshop) and to improve the international information on SMEs.
Jointly collected OECD/Eurostat data by enterprise size is assembled with less
economic sector detail, but covers the entire private sector (manufacturing and
services).

Whereas industry-level data, disaggregated by firm or establishment size,
is useful to describe and analyse, for example, the size distribution of
employment or firms by industry, it is less suited to capture the dynamics of
employment change.
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The analysis of the dynamics underlying job changes requires data at
establishment level and entails a number of methodological issues:  source of
data;  definition of size classes;  economic sectors covered;  unit of analysis
(establishment or enterprise);  definition of births, discontinuance, and failure;
full versus part-time jobs;  and time interval for analysis.  High quality
longitudinal data can be very expensive, delaying development.  A preliminary
comparison of studies covering four OECD countries (Canada, Sweden, the
United Kingdom, the United States) indicated that gross job creation and
destruction were higher in smaller firms and, with one exception, net changes
were higher for smaller firms, although most authors were careful to stress the
limitations of their analysis and avoided direct policy conclusions.

A more complete analysis of the issue, utilising data from 11 OECD
Member countries (Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden, the United Kingdom, the United States)
was completed soon after the workshop (Schreyer, 1995).  Sources of gross job
creation and gross job destruction for the largest of the OECD Member
countries are presented in Table 6 (Annex A presents the detailed analysis).
This presents businesses in three size categories:  fewer than 100 employees,
100-499 employees, and 500 or more employees.  For each category and
country, it shows the percentage distribution of annual job gains due to births
and expansions and of annual job losses due to contractions and deaths.  The
table breaks down the sources of job volatility, not the change in total jobs:  the
total number of jobs may have increased, declined, or remained stable over the
period.  Table 6 shows that, on the whole, small enterprises have contributed
more to job gains than to job losses, implying that their share in total net job
creation has increased.

However, in order to fully assess the role of SMEs in job creation, the net
employment gains of each size class must be expressed relative to the stock of
initial employment in each size class.  Annex A presents these net job creation
rates.  Despite significant differences in time periods, units of analysis and
methods of classifying firm size, many countries reveal the same pattern:  net
job creation rates tend to be greater in smaller firms.  One exception is Japan,
which did not provide data on firms with fewer than 30 employees.  As firms in
the 0-29 category represent a major source of jobs and job volatility in most
OECD Member countries, the results for Japan might change if these smaller
businesses were included.  The results provide evidence to support the
conclusion that, for the periods examined, SMEs have provided a
disproportionate share of gross and net job gains in OECD Member countries.
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Table 6.  Job gains and job losses by firm size:  selected G7 countries
Percentages

Canada Italy Japan Germany United
Kingdom

United
States

1978-92 1984-92 1987-92 1978-93 1985-91 1987-92

Job gains by size
Less than 100 69 83 45 44 68 34
100-499 13 13 36 32 13 41
500+ 17 8 20 24 19 25
Total 99 100 101 100 100 100
Job losses by size
Less than 100 60 76 51 36 64 28
100-499 16 11 33 28 13 39
500+ 23 13 17 36 23 34
Total 99 100 100 100 100 100
Net change in distribution
Less than 100 9 7 -6 8 4 7
100-499 -3 -2 3 4 0 2
500+ -6 -5 3 -12 -4 -9
Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0

Note:  Some column sums do not equal 100 due to rounding errors.
Source:  Calculations based on Schreyer (1995).

OECD:  the Directorate for Education, Employment, Labour and Social Affairs
(DEELSA)

More comprehensive and internationally comparable data on job turnover
(creation and disappearance of positions) and labour turnover (movement of
workers into and out of jobs) is important in understanding the processes of job
creation, labour turnover, and job stability (Grey, Workshop).  Net job changes
within firms and net job changes in an entire economy are always less than
gross job reallocation.  Disaggregation to provide measures of the various
components requires data at the establishment or firm level.  A precise portrayal
requires unambiguous definitions of firms and establishments, and their births
and deaths.

Business registers provide a useful census of firms or establishments, and
facilitate longitudinal records for employment and their changes. For some
purposes, establishments are a preferred unit of analysis. Eurostat considered
this the Local Unit (a geographically identified place where one or more persons
work for the same enterprise).  For other analysis the enterprise or firm is the
preferred unit of analysis.  Eurostat emphasizes the operating enterprise, the
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smallest set of establishments producing goods and services with
decision-making autonomy, rather than the legal owning enterprise.  Eurostat
criteria for determining if a unit has opened or closed are related to changes in
ownership, activity, workforce, products, or location.  Understanding variation
among units in terms of job turnover requires additional data on annual sales;
output;  employment;  capital stock;  investment;  and research and development
activities.

A review of data available across the G7 countries (and Denmark and
Sweden) indicates substantial variation.  Most, but not all, countries can provide
business registries for all economic sectors.  Employment coverage also varies,
with self-employment separated in some cases, while for other countries public
and private employment are combined for some economic sectors.  There is
diversity among other variables and the capacity to produce longitudinal data.

The overview suggests that a number of definitional and measurement
differences currently exist across the G7 countries.  It is possible, however, to
develop more comparable establishment data sets within the constraints of the
information available for the short term.  The development of more similar
sources, such as the use of business registers in all countries and, beyond this,
the linking of census and survey data is clearly a longer-term project.

Among the range of definitional issues, differences in the way openings
and closings (births and deaths) of firms or establishments are defined has
received considerable attention (Grey [b], Workshop).  This is especially
relevant to estimates of job creation – truly new job creation as opposed to
transfers of existing jobs among different legal units.  This may be as important
as the definition of unit of observation – establishments or firms.

Changes in administrative identification numbers have frequently been
used but this method is neither systematic across countries nor adequate for
many purposes.  Two strategies to address the problem have been:  i) to develop
comparable business registries across countries, as proposed by Eurostat;  or
ii) to allow research teams to develop bilateral or trilateral comparisons among
countries by working to modify the relevant data sets in each country.

A temporary solution, although less satisfactory than either of the long-
term resolutions outlined above, can provide some immediate comparisons.  It
is noted that four countries with some longitudinal data on firms or
establishments (Canada, Germany, Norway and the United States) and diversity
in a number of measurement procedures or definitions, share substantial
similarities:  i) stable employment gains from openings over the economic
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cycle;  ii) cyclical changes dominated by expansions and contractions;
iii) closure rates that are unpredictable, although correlated with opening rates;
and iv) new firm five-year survival rates of 40-60 per cent.  As the data sources
cover practically the full range of possible sources, the results suggest that
different types of screening methods do not affect the broad outlines of business
dynamics.

Commentary

A great deal of effort has been devoted to assembling harmonised data sets
among the Member countries of Eurostat and the OECD.  This is clearly
expensive, as it requires expansion to all businesses, establishments and firms,
and it may take some time before both conceptual and operational
harmonisation of the data sets is achieved.  The current resource constraints
suggest careful, joint consideration of which aspects of existing data sets should
receive priority attention (McMechan, Workshop).  However, all the
preliminary studies indicate a substantial level of similarity in the basic patterns
when conceptual harmonisation is achieved, suggesting that even greater
similarity will be present when comparability is also present at the operational
level.  The respective roles of SMEs and large firms in job growth, however,
appear to differ over the business cycle.  Data covering complete business
cycles, and not just the same calendar years, will be required for these more
precise comparisons.  The current results are promising and similarity may
improve as data covering the entire business community and the full business
cycle become available for cross-national comparisons.

Both Eurostat and OECD have proposed the creation of business registers
as the preferred strategy for creating accurate censuses of business entities.
However, the mechanism for creating such registers is left to individual
Member countries.  Thus, a substantial possibility exists that new firms will
enter these registries at different stages of the start-up process.  Rather than
standardise procedures for the creation of registries, which is likely to be
impracticable, it would be possible to calibrate the differences across countries
by implementing sample surveys with a uniform methodology in all OECD
Member countries.  Such a survey, developing random samples of firms in
gestation, could provide information on the particular stage in the start-up
process at which these new firms entered the national registry (Reynolds,
1995a, 1995b).  This would provide independent assessment of the effects of
differences in procedure on the differences found in cross national comparisons.
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Policy implications

There are a number of persistent findings regarding the sources of existing
and new jobs:

• There is well established evidence from a variety of sources for almost all
OECD Member countries to show that micro, small and medium-sized
firms are a major source of non-government jobs and economic output.
While large firms will always have a major role in economic life, the
proportion of jobs and output provided by SMEs has increased
substantially since 1970.

• There is considerable evidence to suggest that micro, small, and medium-
sized firms are a major source of new jobs. If data sets are developed to
provide broad coverage and monitor turbulence and volatility among
firms and jobs, the analysis may indicate a greater contribution of small
firms.

• The impact of new firms, most of which are small, appears to be of some
importance.  Future data sets should make it possible to separate new
firms from established firms.

The significance of these findings, combined with the evidence that a
vigorous new, small firm sector may contribute to economic growth (reviewed
in Section II above), fully justifies a more sustained effort to understand the role
of firms of all sizes in job creation.  This analysis would be substantially
promoted if it were possible to consider the effects of variations in cultural
factors and institutional arrangements among the OECD Member countries.
This will be facilitated by the creation of harmonised data sets that can monitor
the job creation process in all OECD Member countries.  Current efforts in this
direction are quite promising.

IV. Innovation and New Firms

Assuming that small firms play an important role in advancing economic
growth, and that turbulence and change in the economic system accompanies
this growth, then it is reasonable to expect new and small firms to have an
important role in the development and spread of innovation.  Adoption of
innovation may, in turn, have major impacts on new and small firms.  This leads
to an analysis of three issues:  SMEs as sources of innovation;  adoption of
innovation by SMEs;  and the extent to which innovation affects the growth
trajectory of new firms.
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Firm size and the production of innovation

There is increasing evidence that new or small firms play an important role
in the production of innovation.  As discussed below, much of this evidence has
recently been developed.  A systematic study of an important sub-set of new
small firms in France indicates the difficulty of developing high growth
R&D-based new firms.

Perhaps the most important feature of research on the origins of innovation
(Acs and Audretsch, Workshop) is a considerable shift in the understanding of
the major sources of innovation.  After World War II, it was widely assumed
that large, established corporations were the major sources of everything –
exports, economic growth, jobs and innovation.  Much research was actually
conducted with only these types of organisations, such as comparing reported
R&D budgets among the Fortune 500.  Large established organisations were
considered to have natural advantages favouring innovative activity.

Yet the research story is one of the advances in the measurement of
innovation leading to a new conceptualisation of organisationally produced
innovations.  Innovation, creativity or originality are among the most difficult
concepts to measure in social science.  Research focusing on the amount of
resources devoted to research and development (R&D) have tended to show that
larger organisations spend more money on R&D.  Larger organisations are easy
to locate and are more likely to create detailed financial statements (Acs and
Audretsch, Workshop).  However, when measures of output, such as patents
filed or innovations in markets or economic sectors are monitored, a different
portrayal of new and small firms emerges.  Firm size becomes less critical than
other issues.  This is particularly true when sources of new industry innovations
are used as the critical variable.  There are some industries where technological
change occurs much faster than the patent process, reducing the economic
advantage of holding a patent.  In such industries, patents may become a poor
measure of innovation and in such competitive arenas, fast moving and flexible
small firms may have an advantage compared to large firms (Acs and
Audretsch, Workshop).

This has led to a consideration of the advantages of smaller firms as a
source of innovation, such as:  i) a greater tolerance for higher risk initiatives;
ii) a collegial organisational context that values ideas and originality;  iii) a
capacity to reap substantial rewards from market share in small, niche markets;
iv) improved capacity for integrating complex sets of information and
technologies to create a useful outcome;  and v) greatly increased cohesion and
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a sense of collective purpose where all may profit directly from a successful
new innovation (Acs and Audretsch, Workshop).

These benefits are so great that individuals or teams within established
organisations (businesses, research laboratories, or universities) may actually
leave to create a new firm in order to gain these advantages, despite the
offsetting disadvantages of a smaller firm.  In such cases the donor organisation
may be the source of the basic work, the smaller firm the context for developing
a commercial product.  Some recent work on the spillover effect suggests that
research universities may also be an important source of founders for such
innovation-oriented small firms (Acs and Audretsch, Workshop).

There is substantial interest in many OECD Member countries in
understanding the life cycle of new research and development firms.  A
programme of research has been implemented in France to study firms founded
by academics and researchers (Mustar, Workshop).  This has included two
surveys of new high-technology French firms initiated by academics, completed
in 1988 and 1992 (Mustar, Workshop).  In both cases two-thirds of the total
population responded to a 12-page mailed questionnaire, providing samples of
about 100 for both cohorts.  About 40 per cent of all high-tech start-ups in
France are represented in this academic based sample.  A follow-up to the 1988
sample was completed in 1994 to determine their disposition and success.

Although there was some shift in the economic sectors represented by
these high-tech new firms, the similarity between the 1988 and 1992 samples
(both the size of the total new high-tech firm population and their basic
characteristics) suggested that this is an ongoing feature of the French economy
and not a response to major structural changes.  By 1994 these 200 firms had
provided a total of 3 500 jobs, substantially more that would have been expected
of 200 new French firms representing traditional economic sectors.  Average
annual sales were about FF 5 million (US$1 million);  50 per cent exported out
of France;  substantial income was provided by both product sales and research
services;  and most were dependent upon less than five customers for the
majority of their sales (Mustar, Workshop).

Most of these new firms used friends and family for equity financing, one-
third had limited venture capital equity, and a few financial support from major
industrial groups.  All received substantial funding from a variety of public
sources:  direct support from local authorities;  French government innovation
grants;  benefits from tax credits for R&D expenditures;  research contracts
from French or EU ministries;  subsidised salaries for young scientists;  grants
from their original institutions and local authorities;  or subsidised space in
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incubators.  This assistance continued long after start-up and was accompanied
by substantial advice, guidance and referrals to others by public officials
(Mustar, Workshop).

The follow-up of the first cohort found that 84 per cent were, six years
later, still in operation as independent businesses or had been incorporated into
another firm.  The most successful were firms, usually started by a researcher
and administrator team, that developed a wide range of contacts and co-
operative agreements with other firms, research institutions, customers,
suppliers, etc.  The least successful were one person start-ups that failed to
develop multiple contacts and severed relations with the original academic
institution (Mustar, Workshop).

Given these results, it seems clear that the failure rate for these new high-
tech French firms is very low, but there are also very few success stories.  The
projects are of long duration but achieve no spectacular successes.  While they
receive substantial assistance from public authorities, these firms also provide a
“greater than average” contribution to French job growth (compared to typical
new firms).  The role of these firms must not be seen solely in terms of their
capacity to create jobs, for such firms also act a mediators, or go-betweens,
between basic research and a host of other firms, often traditional, who are their
customers.  Given the substantial participation of public authorities in these new
start-ups, it is suggested that more sophisticated measures of achievement be
developed to ensure that public programmes are effective and efficient (Mustar,
Workshop).

Governments, it is observed, encourage innovation with both general and
specific policies.  Universal policies that promote education and a strong
research community have a continuing general impact.  Governments have also
implemented specific programmes designed to encourage innovation and R&D
in firms with tax incentives (the United States recently narrowed the applicable
tax credits to apply only to research and experimentation, R&E, rather than the
more broadly defined research and development, R&D);  subsidise start-up
capital and financial programmes;  anti-trust reforms;  creation of high
technology incubators;  as well as favoured treatment for small firms in
awarding government procurement contracts.  This latter method has been
found to be much more widely used in the United States than in France or the
United Kingdom and is considered particularly important for government
contracts for R&D itself (Mustar, Workshop).  However, despite the wide range
of programmes, the total amount of resources or assistance provided is often
quite modest.  The most relevant economic sectors are often overlooked, these
programmes may not respond to the problems of SMEs, and government
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programmes often favour those firms with the staff resources to complete the
paperwork, which tend to be the larger firms.  The extent to which current
government assistance for small new high-technology firms is effective across
all OECD Member countries is unknown.

In conclusion, Acs and Audretsch (Workshop), state that:

“The new learning with respect to innovation and
technological change casts considerable doubt onto the
conventional wisdom regarding the source of innovative
activity that is embedded in much of the contemporary
public policy (which favours large firms). It is clear that
small firms as well as large enterprises play a key role in the
process of technological change.”

In other words, unless government policy recognises the unique and
important role of small firms, the aggregate level of innovation may be reduced.

Firm size and adopting innovation

A major recommendation of the OECD Jobs Study (1994a) focuses upon
the creation and diffusion of technical expertise.  The background analysis
(OECD, 1994b, Chapter 4) reviews the impact of technical change and
innovation on productivity, implicitly assuming that major benefits flow from
incremental improvements in existing firms.  One analysis indicates that larger
firms are more likely to be utilising advanced manufacturing technology in six
Member countries (OECD, 1994b, Table 4.4).

The percentage of new firms emphasizing innovation was explored for the
United States by considering all new US firms identified in 1977-78 in low and
high innovation economic sectors (Kirchhoff, Workshop).  This analysis was
confined to the 99 per cent of new single site firms with less than
100 employees at “birth” (when they entered the small business data set).  Firm
innovation was inferred from a sector classification, which reflected:  i) average
firm employment of scientists and engineers;  and ii) typical firm expenditures
for research and development.  Firms, based on their sector, were placed in
three categories:  high innovation (n = 58 714);  low innovation (n = 280 305);
and other (n = 475 171).  In other words, for this cohort of new firms, only 7 per
cent were considered to be in innovative sectors;  over 90 per cent were in what
are considered as traditional sectors.
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Such analyses, which impute characteristics to a firm based on its
economic sector, have the advantage of complete coverage of all new firms, but
also the disadvantage of failing to develop direct indicators of firm activity.
Economic sectors are defined in terms of the nature of the final product or
service.  Substantial innovation may occur in the processes or procedures used
to create a traditional final outcome.  Conversely, many firms in innovative
industries may be engaged in well established, routine activities that involve
very little innovation.

There is evidence that SMEs may be at a disadvantage in obtaining access
to new technology.  A recent analysis of Japan suggests that sources of existing
research and technological advances are not always available to manufacturing
SMEs (Nishio, Workshop).  Universities are few, faculty reluctant to pursue
commercial work, and existing liaisons are with large manufacturing firms.
There are a small number of national research institutes, but access for SMEs is
limited.  Industrial Technology Centres are helpful for traditional manufacturing
topics, but have little expertise in high technology.  Japanese manufacturing
SMEs may find more assistance outside the country, assistance facilitated by the
growth of Internet.

In 1981 Japanese manufacturing SMEs (firms with fewer than
300 employees) could be divided into three categories:  i) two-thirds were
“subcontracting SMEs”, producing parts and sub-assemblies designed by their
customers, larger manufacturing firms;  ii) one-sixth were subcontracting but
had their own product design capabilities;  and iii) one-sixth had their own
brand name products and direct sales to customers.  It is expected that
substantial changes may occur for the manufacturing SMEs that survive in the
future;  most of the changes will reflect an increasing capacity within the SMEs
themselves for technical, production and product designs.  Future
manufacturing SMEs may fall into one of three categories:  i) manufacturers
with specialised and differentiated production technology (SDPT);
ii) manufactures with product development capability (PDC);  or
iii) manufacturers with an R&D oriented capability (RDO).  It is expected that
subcontracting SMEs will become either SDPT or PDC manufacturing firms in
the future;  those with current product development capacities will continue in
their current mode as PDC;  while those with their own research staff and
product lines will either continue in this mode, as RDO, or emphasize their
unique capacities as subcontractors to larger manufacturers (SDPT).

These transitions, all of which will be required in order to survive in
Japan’s manufacturing sector, will involve a substantial increase in
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technological and design innovation within SMEs.  However a substantial
amount of time and specialised expertise is required to accomplish these
transitions.  Of particular concern is a strength in microelectronics (ME) and the
dwindling supply of skilled older personnel.  It is very difficult for SMEs to
allocate the necessary resources and experienced workers to provide adequate
training for new employees.  Overall, Japanese manufacturing SMEs are
improving their technical sophistication and capabilities in order to remain
competitive in Japan, but a number of problems remain to be resolved to enable
them to survive as partners in the manufacturing process (Nishio, Workshop).

The problem of SME access to research and development has also been
identified as critical in other countries.  Fundación Chile is a non profit
technology transfer organisation created in 1977 and endowed by International
Telephone and Telegraph and the Chilean government.  It provides a number of
programmes designed to enhance the contributions of SMEs to economic
growth.  As a way of fulfilling SME requirements for new technology,
Fundación Chile has implemented a new programme, the Red Cettec Project,
developed with the assistance of the Steinbeis Foundation in Germany.  The
project is designed to provide SMEs and other firms with access to research
expertise in Chilean universities.  Special Transfer Centres are set up where a
professor is the Director, leading a team of project managers.  The Centres are
linked to a Central Unit, located at Fundación Chile, providing the
administrative and organisational support needed to ensure that applied research
and technology reach SMEs.  To date, eleven Transfer Centres in five Chilean
cities with professors from different regional universities have been created.  A
co-operative relationship with the German network sponsored by Steinbeis has
also been developed.  Early results from this new initiate are quite promising
(Recart, Workshop).

In summary, it appears that most new and small firms are not at the
forefront in the adoption of innovation, although many do incorporate the latest
techniques.  This is one area where it would appear that linkages between
sources of innovation and firms are not “size neutral” and it is clear that larger
firms or established firms may have an advantage.  Government assistance to
improve access of new or small firms to the latest innovations or research and
development may be justified.

High growth new firms

It is often assumed that the relationship between innovation and growth
should be very high among new firms – innovative new firms will have fast
growth, fast growing firms will be innovative.  Several recent analyses relate to
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this issue.  For example, among the research firms developed by French
academics discussed above, there were very few dramatic successes but very
few failures (Mustar, Workshop).  The low rate of failure among these firms
may reflect substantial subsidies from public funds, or a more conscientious
effort to assemble data.  It has been found that longitudinal studies of new firms
based on high response-rate surveys have higher five-year survival rates, 75 to
80 per cent, than when the analysis is based on administrative data sets – 50 per
cent (Kirchhoff, 1994, Chapter 8).

The analysis of all new firms entering the US economy in 1977-78,
described above, developed evidence of the relationship between innovation and
firm performance (Kirchhoff, Workshop).  Differences in survival in 1984, six
years later, were small, with 37 per cent of new firms in both high and low
innovation industries still in operation with the original owners and 39 per cent
of those in other industries still active.  When firm growth was tricotomised for
the entire cohort of 312 804 surviving new firms, 16 per cent of those in high
innovation industries were found to be high growth, compared to 9 per cent of
those in low innovation industries.  Hence, those in innovative industries were
more likely to have high growth trajectories, but there was no relationship to
survival.

Further, this cohort of new firms contributed 3.4 million, about 4 per cent,
of the 85.4 million business jobs identified in 1984.  The 7 per cent of firms in
high innovation industries provided 12 per cent of jobs, compared to the 33 per
cent of firms in the low innovation industries that provided 28 per cent of these
jobs.  The combination of high growth and a high innovation industry could
lead to dramatic results, for the 1 per cent of these firms that survived provided
9 per cent of all the new jobs created by the cohort.  However, the majority of
the jobs (64 per cent) were provided by high growth firms in the low innovation
and other industries.

It is clear that for this cohort, emerging at a period when major new
industries were developing in the United States, innovation was not required for
high growth.  High growth, however, was clearly critical for high levels of job
creation.

A complementary analysis was completed in Canada (Baldwin,
Workshop).  The Canadian data set was used to identify firms with fewer than
500 employees and under C$ 100 million in assets in 1984 and grew over the
next four years.  A sample was drawn and interviews completed (69 per cent
response rate;  n = 1 480) to gain information on their status, strategies and
management emphasis in 1989.  The interviews provided information on the
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respondents’ judgement about factors affecting their success and comparisons
were made between growing SMEs that were more and less successful.  More
successful SMEs were more likely to have an R&D unit, had a greater
proportion of expenditures on R&D, and a greater R&D-to-sales ratio.  There
were few statistically significant differences in the other areas covered –
management strategies and intensity of management emphasis.  Competence in
these other areas may be considered a necessary condition for success, but not
sufficient for winning.  The highest levels of growth require both basic
managerial competence and an emphasis on innovation.  Innovation may be a
key to success in small firms.

It was also found that the more successful higher growth Canadian firms
were more likely to appreciate government programmes.  Winners may be
selecting government programmes for assistance.  This suggests that
governments should provide a range of programmes for potential winners,
rather than try to select potential winners for government assistance (Baldwin,
Workshop).  Other OECD Member countries, some with budget constraints, are
attempting to deal with this issue.  The acceptability of this strategy – targeting
assistance to potential winners – has yet to be determined.

Policy implications

The policy implications for these three different topics are different.
Accepting the general societal benefits provided by research and development,
it is very difficult to provide explicit guidance regarding all the details of the
process.  This is cogently summarised by a comment made during one of the
discussions:

“The recent work of technical historians and economists of
innovation criticises the linear model.  We now know that
innovation is a collective effort, involving interaction among
many actors.  We used to live in a stable world in which
everyone had a well-defined place: researchers, government
authorities, enterprises, consumers, and so forth.  But we
now find ourselves in a hybrid and interdependent world
where actors’ roles and their means of action are becoming
less clear.  The relationship between business and public
research is developing, consumers are increasingly active in
the development of new products, and inter-firm co-
operation is expanding.  This means that the boundaries
between enterprises and their environment have disappeared,
just like the Berlin Wall.  This is why I am somewhat
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hesitant when policy makers debate the scope of their action
on business environment.  Today, government action should
concentrate more on the development of new networks.”

(Mustar, Workshop discussion)

Perhaps the world was never completely static, but most observers agree
that the pace of change, along with the size and scope of relevant networks, has
increased in the past several decades.

Innovation emerges from a messy, complex process that involves multiple,
complex networks of information exchange and the sharing of ideas and
resources.  Many large firms may be dependent upon SMEs as a source of
innovations (Layne, Workshop).  Creating structures to facilitate such open
systems is a major challenge for governments.  This suggests that it may be
difficult to identify just where public policy may be effective.

It is increasingly clear that new and small firms play a major role in the
development of innovation.  This leads to two policy implications:

• Government programmes, support, and regulations associated with the
development of innovation should ensure that new firms and the SME
sector have full and unencumbered access to resources and information.
The size or age of a firm should not put them at a disadvantage.

• Serious consideration may be given to providing assistance to new firms
to ensure they have a reasonable opportunity to develop new products and
services for a test in the marketplace.

There is some evidence that SMEs, particularly those in manufacturing,
may be at a disadvantage in access to innovation and relevant R&D assistance.
One of the benefits to SMEs found in industrial districts, discussed above, may
be ease of access to highly relevant new innovations.  This leads to the
following implication:

• Public policies or programmes may be developed to facilitate access of
new and small firms to R&D.

The recent studies regarding the economic contributions of high growth
new firms are consistent with a large amount of established work (Storey,
1994).  High levels of job creation are provided by high growth firms.  Most
high growth firms are not innovative in a technical sense, but may include
marketing innovations or cross-national alliances.  Most high-tech firms are not
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high growth.  Most new firm jobs are created by low innovation, low growth
traditional firms.  The major policy question remains the same:

• Should special programmes be developed to assist high growth new firms
to reach their potential?

Development of efficient programmes to assist high growth new firms (or
gazelles) continues to be complicated by a lack of clear criteria for selection.

“... For us policy makers it is interesting to have a gazelle
that we can exhibit as a trophy.  But as hunters we cannot see
them right away.  So we also have to take an interest in the
other animals.”

(Jeanneret, Workshop commentary)

Research on the growth trajectories of new firms is quite mixed.  Because a
large number of factors are involved, in addition to adoption of innovation,
large samples followed over a period of some years will be required.  A number
of examples of such projects indicate that many of the technical issues have
been resolved (Haltiwanger, Picot and Dupuy, Kirchhoff, Mustar, Baldwin,
Workshop).  A study of successive cohorts of new firms is now being
implemented in France (Parent, Workshop).  The importance of new firms, and
particularly high growth new firms, appears to justify the development of long-
term studies to enhance understanding of firm survival and growth processes.

V. SMEs and Job Quality

There is considerable evidence to suggest that average wages and benefits
are greater in larger firms.  If this pattern was as simple as a size comparison, an
increase in the proportion of small firm jobs would lower the average
compensation per worker.  However, the situation appears somewhat more
complicated, for other factors affect worker compensation and other aspects of
work may be enhanced in small firms.  Further, there is some evidence of a
convergence in job quality among small and large firms.  Given this pattern, and
the absence of evidence that small firms provide sub-standard jobs, the policy
implications associated with differences in job quality are not clear.  These
issues are elaborated below.

Firm size and job quality

There is substantial variation among advanced countries in the proportion
of the workforce employed in SMEs (lowest in the United States;  highest in the
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smaller European countries).  While it is generally true that wages are higher in
larger firms, wage differentials also vary substantially across different countries
(greatest in the United States and Japan;  much less in Nordic countries or
Germany).  In addition, there are substantial differences within the SME sector
(Pyke, Workshop).  This is consistent with other country analyses (Sato,
Wagner, McLaughlin, Chernew and Zellers, Workshop) and a number of earlier
studies (Brown et al., 1990;  Loveman and Sengenberger, 1991;  Storey, 1994;
European Observatory for SMEs, 1993, 1994).  Other aspects of working
conditions (pension provision, holiday entitlements, car allowances, sick pay,
safety and health, working hours, security of employment) are generally found
to be better in larger firms.  While the average differences by firm size are
found in all countries, there is also enormous variation within size classes,
representing substantial sectoral and geographic diversity (Pyke, Workshop).

Analysis related to job tenure based on firm data is problematic.  Counts of
firm jobs over time may not capture job turbulence (creation and destruction)
within the firm or changes in personnel in a continuing job.  Further, simple
comparisons by size do not take into account differences in firm age.  Among a
sample of manufacturing firms in Lower Saxony in Germany, there was no
difference in job tenure by size among firms of the same age (Wagner,
Workshop).  Further, somewhat different perspectives emerge when the analysis
is based on the experience of workers, rather than the stability of job counts in
firms.  For example, the average job tenure for all those employed in the United
States was 4.5 years in 1991 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1994, Table 644).
This is less than the average duration of survival for a new firm in the United
States or other OECD Member countries (OECD, 1994d, Table 3.10; Grey [b],
Workshop), generally considered to be about five years.  This would suggest
that once firms pass a minimum age, job tenure will be affect by other factors.
The shorter job duration among small firms may reflect the fact that almost all
new firms are small.

Comparison of wages by firm size is similarly complicated.  A review of
European data found enormous diversity within size classes, related to
economic sector and geographic location (Pyke, Workshop).  In Italy, average
wages in some regions dominated by small firms were higher than for regions
dominated by large firms (Pyke, Workshop).  When the basis for comparison is
data for workers, rather than firms, and other controls are introduced for a
variety of factors (gender, experience, education, occupational category, etc.),
the differences are reduced in Germany.  The greatest differential in Germany
occurs between small and medium-sized firms (Wagner, Workshop).  It has
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been observed that half the minimum-wage jobs in the United States are
provided by large firms and half by small (Phillips, Workshop commentary).

While in most OECD Member countries central government takes the
primary responsibility for providing health care, the United States is a special
case.  In the United States, employer-provided health insurance is one of the
most important fringe benefits offered to workers.  Approximately 17 per cent
of the pre-retirement population are without health coverage;  85 per cent of this
group are working adults and their dependants.  A disproportionate share of the
working uninsured are employees of small firms and their dependants, requiring
more careful analysis of their situation (McLaughlin, Chernew and Zellers,
Workshop).  Almost all (98 per cent) of firms with 100 or more employees or
90 per cent of those with 25-99 workers offer health benefits.  This is compared
to the small firms in a high quality sample, where 83 per cent of those with 10-
25 workers, and 55 per cent of those with 2-9 workers provide health benefit
plans.  However, 32 per cent of all employees in the sample firms obtained
coverage through another source, i.e. spouse’s employer plan, associations, etc.
About 22 per cent of the employees of small firms have no health coverage
because:  i) their firm has no programme;  ii) they chose not to participate (and
save their part of the premiums);  or iii) they are ineligible for the health
benefits (e.g. part-time worker, pre-existing health problems, etc.).

A number of measures have been proposed to increase health care
coverage in the United States.  Reducing the scope of the insurance or
programmes to reduce the cost of premiums for small businesses has not, to
date, had major effects on the coverage of workers.  Most small businesses
favour government legislation requiring the provision of insurance, although the
insurance companies do not.  Efforts to provide subsidies to small businesses,
including several social experiments where the cost has been subsidised, have
indicated that even massive subsidies would not achieve universal coverage.
Government mandates requiring the provision of health insurance would
probably be effective;  most small firms said they would try to increase prices to
compensate for the additional costs.  While some employees may be better off
under such a system, there is small proportion for whom this job benefit is
either unwanted or duplicates the same benefit from another source
(McLaughlin, Chernew and Zellers, Workshop).

Quite apart from actual work conditions and benefits is employee morale
and job satisfaction.  The results of the relationship to firm size are mixed.  For
example, it has been found in the Netherlands that job satisfaction is a relative
concept.  Employees working in large-scale enterprises are less satisfied with
their salaries than employees in small-scale enterprises, even though their pay is
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considerably higher (Vianen, Workshop commentary).  Germany has a system
of formal mechanisms to provide for worker participation in firm decision-
making through a system of Works Councils.  These are less prevalent in
smaller firms (Wagner, Workshop).  Empirical evidence from the United
Kingdom would suggest that SMEs do not provide workers with a more
satisfying work experience (Storey, 1994, pp. 186-189, although there is some
evidence that those reporting self-employment (firm owners?) in the United
States and the United Kingdom are more satisfied with their work life than
employees (Blanchflower and Oswald, 1992).

A survey of 1 996 Japanese SME managers in 1993 found considerable
pride and satisfaction (Sato, Workshop).  SMEs are less formal and provide
greater adaptability for the firm and flexibility for employees.  An increased
focus on personal/family goals and less on firm loyalty is developing among
workers, many consider SMEs as a more appropriate context for personal self-
realisation.  Many SME managers had left large corporations, two-thirds would
not want their firm to become large and felt sorry for workers in big firms.  This
has been accompanied by a more collegial, participatory management
philosophy in SMEs, with greater emphasis on manager-employee partnerships,
responding to the individual needs of employees, developing consensus, etc.
Many Japanese SME managers expect to be industry leaders, moving ahead of
the large firms.

Evidence of convergence

In addition to the reduction in small-large firm differentials in pay and
benefits when other factors are considered, there is also very recent evidence,
from at least two OECD Member countries, of convergence in work conditions.

In Japan, the differences in wages and working conditions between small
and large firms have been substantially reduced, though not eliminated, over the
past 40 years (Sato, Workshop).  The National Labour Standards Law passed in
1988 has begun to reduce the small-large firm differential in the average work
week, overtime work, provision of holidays, and implementation of a five-day
workweek (providing two days off at the weekend).  There has been, however,
an increase in the use of part-time employees in SMEs.  The future shortage of
trained workers as the ageing Japanese population stabilises (it is expected to
peak in 2010) is leading to changes in orientation towards workers.  Human
resources are now considered critical to the success of Japanese SMEs.  Need
for higher quality workers has changed SMEs compensation schemes, with
more emphasis being placed on performance and provision of independence.
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A special effort was made to explore the skill-related characteristics of new
hires in small and large firms in the United States over the 1990-91 period
(Kochhar and Popkin, Workshop).  By looking at the quality of new hires, it
may be possible to anticipate future movements in the quality of jobs in small
and large firms.  The data were based on surveys of employees (from the US
Current Population Survey) during the months of January, March, and
April 1991.  Newly hired workers are defined as those with a job tenure of less
than one year.  As they may be filling new jobs or replacing other workers at
existing jobs, this is consistent with the concept of “gross job creation” rather
than “net new jobs”.

While average job quality in large firms (those with 500 or more
employees) is superior to that in small firms, small firms have made tremendous
strides in the recent past toward narrowing that gap.  On average, established
workers in large firms are better paid, more educated, more likely to be
computer literate, and engaged more in information-processing activities than
routine-production activities.  However, for each of these dimensions, newly
hired workers in small and large firms were found to bear a stronger
resemblance to each other than to the average worker in these firms.  Among
new hires, small firms account for 59 per cent of employment and an almost
equal proportion – 55 per cent – of employment in the highest wage quartile.
There is also an increase in hiring of college-educated workers by small firms.
The analysis suggests that:  i) job quality in small and large US firms may be
converging;  ii) this convergence is most notable in wages;  iii) small firms are
upgrading the education level of their employees;  and iv) further research is
required to place these findings in proper historical context (Kochhar and
Popkin, Workshop).

An inconsistency is apparent from the findings regarding lower training
costs per employee among SMEs.  For SMEs to have the capacity to respond to
changing technologies and to readily incorporate changing management and
work practices would require that employees receive proper training and stay
with the firms so that the training investment is justified.  Yet the data indicate
that larger firms spend more on formal training, suggesting that the training
investment of SMEs may be informal and not captured in the data collected
from formal budget statements (Vianen, Workshop).

Policy implications

This review is consistent with the following conclusions:
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• While these analyses all make clear that workers in large established firms
have better pay and benefits than those in smaller firms, a more precise
analysis presents a more complex portrayal and suggests acceptable
justifications for the differences (e.g. more experienced workers are paid
more, large firms employ more experienced workers).

• Recent evidence suggests that the differences in job quality related to firm
size are shrinking and there are substantial examples of small firms
providing pay and benefits equal to or greater than large firms.

• None of these analyses have, however, indicated that the majority of jobs
provided by new and small firms in Member countries are sub-standard or
unacceptable.

• If policies are adjusted to increase firm flexibility, or the capacity to
adjust the labour force, more of the costs of providing for worker
transition costs and minimum benefits during periods of employment may
be borne by the government.  This could, other things being equal,
increase the social costs associated with a flexible economic system.

There was, then, little evidence that an increase in the proportion of jobs in
small firms would have major impacts on future worker compensation.  The
lack of systematic evidence that small firms provide sub-standard work settings
suggests that existing government surveillance procedures have been adequate.
Any effort to increase surveillance of employees in SMEs which raises their
regulatory burden may reduce the capacity of new and small firms to contribute
to overall economic growth (Wagner, Workshop).

VI. Conclusions and Policy Implications

Several conclusions have been developed in the preceding analysis:

• There is evidence that new and small firms have a causal role in economic
growth, both as intervening mechanisms reflecting other basic changes
and as an independent source of economic growth.

• There is preliminary evidence that the presence of firm and job turbulence
(births and deaths) may be required for subsequent economic growth.

• There is substantial evidence that a majority of jobs in OECD Member
countries reside in small and medium-sized firms – and this is likely to
continue.  It is not clear if the proportion in new firms has increased.

• New and small firms are clearly a major source of new jobs (gross and
net).
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• Major contributions to innovation and new technology are provided by
new and small firms.

• There is some evidence that new and small firms are at a disadvantage in
access to new innovation and new technology.

• A small proportion of high growth new firms may provide a majority of
new firm jobs.

• Small firm jobs appear to provide lower pay and benefits than large firms,
but the gap may be narrowing.  There is no systematic evidence that small
firm jobs are sub-standard.

The major policy implication of this analysis is related to a shift in the
conception of the economic system.  The assumption of the past was that the
business firms that make up the economic structure of OECD Member countries
could be considered as having a dual structure.  A core of persistent firms that
formed an economic base and provided permanent jobs with the best pay and
benefits, attracting the most skilled and talented individuals.  The jobs
themselves were seen as relatively permanent although occupants might change.
Around this base was a periphery of small or temporary firms, acting in a
subsidiary role to the core firms, providing temporary and less desirable
employment opportunities which attracted less skilled and less desirable
workers.  If such a perspective were accurate, it would justify focusing
economic policy and government resources on the core of the economic system
– large established firms.  Economic analysis and data sets would emphasize
core economic sectors and established firms, attempting to determine the
allocation of resources and societal benefits from a relatively stable and
successful economic core.  The data sets designed to monitor economic activity
reflected this conception of the economic structure of OECD Member countries.

However, evidence is accumulating to suggest that this conception of
modern economies is no longer accurate.  Large, established businesses are
clearly not the only source of economic activity and, perhaps, for some OECD
Member countries, no longer the major source of economic growth.  A range of
firms – small, medium-sized and large in all economic sectors – are contributing
to economic activity.  It may be that the speed of economic change and
adaptation require that a substantial proportion of economic activity be carried
out by temporary firms, firms with a life much shorter than the work career of
individuals in the labour force – workers, managers, and entrepreneurs.  If
turbulence and change are required for an OECD Member country to maintain
economic growth and be competitive in global markets, this suggests a number
of changes in the conceptualisation of the economic system.
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Such changes in conception and related policy implications would include
the following:

• Jobs should be seen as temporary linkages to the economy, individuals
should expect to occupy a series of jobs over their career.

• Firms would no longer be evaluated in terms of the “permanent” jobs they
provide, but in terms of the “job years” created by an economic activity.
(A firm providing 20 jobs for two years would be seen as equivalent to
one providing four jobs for ten years or one that provided two jobs for
20 years.)

• Training and skills would be seen as temporary, with the expectation of
constant revision as new types of work emerged in the workplace.

• In order to encourage more innovative behaviour, training and
familiarisation with entrepreneurship – in the sense of creation of new
businesses – would be given a central role in all post-primary vocational
and occupational training programmes.

• Governments, expecting economic growth from a variety of sources –
small, medium-sized and large existing firms as well as new firms –
would improve the business environment and develop policies,
programmes, and regulations that would not place any firm at a
disadvantage due to age or size.

• If new firms are providing a greater proportion of jobs and economic
output, there may be greater emphasis on assistance to start-ups.

• In order to reduce the costs of turbulence among business firms,
governments themselves may adopt more responsibility for health and
retirement benefits.

• Data systems designed to monitor economic activity, and particularly
those designed to identify basic changes in the economic structure, would
be organised to provide frequent and timely information about changes
from firms (about jobs) and workers (about their labour force behaviour).
Data would be collected and assessed at frequent intervals, at least
annually.  The capacity for longitudinal analysis of both firms and
workforce behaviour would be developed, along with the potential – if
possible – to cross-check patterns found in different data sets.
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The entrepreneurial engine

It is possible to consider the turbulence among firms in advanced market
economies as opportunities offsetting some of the social costs of change (Hall,
Workshop).  This constant churning among business firms may be seen as a
reflection of the “entrepreneurial engine”, a source of renewal for economic
systems.  The “entrepreneurial engine” is the result of many new firms, each
firm in a different stage of the entrepreneurial process.  Each set of new firms,
or birth cohort, can be considered in terms of their status in the process:
initiation of start-ups, firm births, survival or growth, and, for most businesses,
decline and deactivation.  The resources released during the latter phases –
funds, workers, entrepreneurial talent – may be redeployed to new firms,
repeating the cycle.

Despite the appealing image portrayed by Schumpeter of entrepreneurship
driven by new technology or innovations leading to new industries, it is clear
that the major source of this turbulence and churning is a natural turnover
among existing firms in traditional industries with established products.  It is
possible to develop crude estimates of the proportion of the population involved
in different stages and the cumulative impact of these processes on job creation
and economic growth.  For example, about one in 25 adults may be involved
(along with one partner) in trying to start a new firm at any given time in
developed economies:  half may get the new firm going;  among these new
firms, one-quarter may develop high growth trajectories (Reynolds, 1995b;
Carter et al., 1995).  These high growth new firms may, after five or six years,
begin to produce a substantial number of jobs (Hall, Workshop).

The major policy implications of this new conceptualisation include the
following:

• Sustainable job creation depends upon the entrepreneurial engine, which,
in turn, depends upon a relatively small group of high growth new firms.
Policies which impede or disrupt the entrepreneurial engine will tend to
lead to stagnation and structural unemployment.

• Net job creation via the entrepreneurial engine is quite complex.  It
involves different cycles in different segments of the economy.  Policy
that is not oriented to the overall operation of the cycle may not be
effective.

• The entrepreneurial engine has significant potential in ameliorating
structural unemployment.  This may require policies and programmes to
increase inputs to the entrepreneurial engine or increase its efficiency.
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• Increased globalisation of SMEs means that the entrepreneurial engine
will operate more across national borders.

• The entrepreneurial engine already plays an important role in the Asia
Pacific region.  This role may become much more global and important in
the next decades (Hall, Workshop).

The evidence that there has been a basic shift in the nature of economic
growth in OECD Member countries is not conclusive.  We do not, as yet, know
if the entrepreneurial engine will drive all aspects of their economies.  A major
obstacle has been the absence of appropriate data.  Established data sets were
designed to monitor slow changes in a dual economy where most economic
growth came from a small number of core industries dominated by a few large
firms.  The absence of adequate data has hampered both recognition of basic
changes and the capacity to provide an adequate policy reaction.  In the absence
of appropriate descriptive data, analysis and theory development by scholars
and analysts has been disparate and confusing.

There is a growing recognition of the importance of these shifts in the data
required to monitor the newly emerging economy.  Canada and Sweden have
clearly made major advances, and experts at Eurostat and OECD are developing
standards for creating data sets to facilitate cross-national comparisons (Picot
and Dupuy;  Davidsson et al.;  Benassi;  Schreyer and Chavoix-Mannato;  Grey,
Workshop).  Rapid implementation of these changes will require the
understanding and support of influential policy makers in OECD governments.

Access to the appropriate data is the key to a clear understanding of
modern economic growth and the role played by small and large, new and
established firms.  Too much data will provide redundancy and greater
confidence in the interpretations;  too little data may prevent an adequate
understanding of major changes.  The cost of darkness is far greater than the
risk of blindness from excessive light.
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Annex A

JOB CREATION RATES AND DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS JOB
FLOWS

Percentages

Gross job creation1 Gross job losses2 Net job
creation

% of initial
employment

Distribution
by size class

% of initial
employment

Distribution
by size class

% of initial
employment

G7 countries
Canada 1978-92
Base year size allocation4

0-19 employees 26.7 48.0 -18.6 37.0 8.1
20-49 14.9 13.0 -14.6 14.0 0.3
50-99 13.0 8.0 -13.8 9.0 -0.7
100-499 11.1 13.0 -11.9 16.0 -0.8
500+ 5.9 17.0 -7.1 23.0 -1.2
Total 13.4 100.0 -12.1 100.0 1.3

Average size allocation5

0-19 23.4 42.0 -20.2 40.0 3.3
20-49 15.9 14.0 -14.2 14.0 1.7
50-99 14.4 9.0 -13.0 9.0 1.4
100-499 12.2 15.0 -11.2 15.0 1.0
500+ 6.8 20.0 -6.6 22.0 0.1
Total 13.4 100.0 -12.1 100.0 1.3

Germany 1978-93
Base year size allocation4

1-19 employees 14.7 12.3 14.0 10.0 0.7
20-49 9.0 18.6 8.0 14.2 1.0
50-99 6.6 13.4 6.5 11.7 0.1
100-249 5.5 18.7 5.3 15.6 0.2
250-499 4.5 13.2 4.8 12.5 -0.3
500-999 3.3 8.6 4.6 10.7 -1.3
1 000-2 499 2.7 7.0 4.9 10.9 -2.3
2 500-4 999 1.2 4.8 -3.6
5 000+ 1.7 8.2 2.5 14.3 -0.8
Total 100.0 100.0
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Gross job creation1 Gross job losses2 Net job
creation

% of initial
employment

Distribution
by size class

% of initial
employment

Distribution
by size class

% of initial
employment

Germany (continued)
Average size allocation5

1-19 employees 12.1 10.1 15.6 11.2 -3.5
20-49 9.3 19.5 8.2 14.2 0.7
50-99 7.1 14.4 6.7 11.8 -0.1
100-249 5.4 18.6 5.4 16.0 0.0
250-499 4.4 13.0 4.8 12.5 -0.5
500-999 3.4 8.9 4.5 10.4 -1.1
1 000-2 499 3.5 9.2 4.7 10.4 -1.2
2 500-4 999 1.3 4.3 -3.0
5 000+ 1.7 6.2 2.5 13.5 -0.9

Italy 1984-92
Base year size allocation4

1-19 employees 65.4 56.2
20-99 17.5 20.0
100-499 9.0 11.0
500+ 7.8 12.8
Total 100.0 100.0

Japan 1987-92
Base year size allocation4

30-99 employees 45.5 50.9 1.2
100-199 18.3 17.5 1.4
200-499 17.4 15.0 0.2
500-899 7.7 5.8 1.6
900-1 499 4.7 3.2 1.6
1 500+ 6.5 7.6 0.3
Total 100.0 100.0 1.2

United Kingdom 1985-91
Base year size allocation4

1-19 employees 15.0 50.4 10.7 45.4 4.7
20-49 8.2 9.5 7.7 11.3 0.6
50-99 8.1 8.0 5.7 7.2 2.6
100-499 7.4 12.7 5.7 12.8 1.7
500 + 4.0 19.4 3.7 23.3 0.3
Total 8.2 100.0 6.4 100.0 1.9
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Gross job creation1 Gross job losses2 Net job
creation

% of initial
employment

Distribution
by size class

% of initial
employment

Distribution
by size class

% of initial
employment

United States 1973-88
Average size allocation5

0-19 employees 18.7 10.7 23.3 11.8 -4.5
20-49 13.2 12.5 15.3 13.0 -2.1
50-99 12.2 14.0 13.5 13.8 -1.3
100-249 9.6 19.5 10.7 19.5 -1.1
250-499 7.7 13.6 8.7 13.6 -1.0
500-999 7.0 10.4 7.6 10.1 -0.6
1 000-2 499 6.3 8.5 7.3 8.8 -1.0
2 500-4 999 6.1 4.7 7.5 5.1 -1.3
5 000+ 5.4 5.0 5.6 4.6 -0.2
Total 100.0 100.0

United States 1987-92
Base year size allocation4

30-99 employees 34.4 27.7 0.5
100-199 19.8 17.8 -0.3
200-499 21.1 21.0 -0.8
500-899 9.3 9.8 -0.9
900-1 499 5.0 6.2 -1.6
1 500+ 10.3 17.5 -2.8
Total 100.0 100.0 -1.0

NonG7 countries

Denmark 1985-86
Base year size allocation4

1-9 employees 30.3 40.7 18.6 33.2 11.7
10-49 15.5 30.8 11.5 30.3 4.0
50-99 13.2 9.2 11.9 11.0 1.3
100-499 12.6 14.1 10.4 15.5 2.2
500+ 7.6 5.2 11.0 10.0 -3.4
Total 17.1 100.0 12.9 100.0 4.2

Denmark 1989-90
Base year size allocation4

1-9 employees 25.1 40.7 21.4 33.3 3.7
10-49 12.5 31.9 14.5 35.3 -1.9
50-99 10.3 8.9 13.1 10.8 -2.7
100-499 9.4 13.1 11.1 14.8 -1.7
500+ 7.0 5.4 7.8 5.8 -0.8
Total 13.9 100.0 14.5 100.0 -0.6
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Gross job creation1 Gross job losses2 Net job
creation

% of initial
employment

Distribution
by size class

% of initial
employment

Distribution
by size class

% of initial
employment

Finland 1986-91
Base year size allocation4

1-19 employees 52.7 38.4
20-99 24.7 26.9
100-499 17.3 23.9
500+ 5.3 10.8
Total 100.0 100.0

New Zealand 1987-92
Base year size allocation4

1-19 employees 55.6 41.8
20-99 26.2 30.4
100-499 13.8 18.5
500+ 4.4 9.3
Total 100.0 100.0

Netherlands 1979-91
Average size allocation5

10-99 employees 12.9 11.2 0.6
100+ 4.6 6.1 -1.4

Sweden 1985-89
Base year size allocation4

Simples 5.2 45.4 4.2 42.4 1.1
Tops 2.5 6.6 2.5 7.8 0.0
Branches 3.0 48.0 2.7 49.8 0.3
Total 3.7 100.0 3.2 100.0 0.6

1. Gross job creation = employment gains from business openings and expansions.
2. Gross job losses = employment losses from business closures and contractions.
3. For most countries, gross and net job flows are measured on an annual basis.  For any two

years, gross job flow rates are measured as a percentage of the employment in the first year.
The percentage reported in the table corresponds to the mean of these annual gross or net job
flow rate.  No annual measurements were available for Japan, Sweden, the United Kingodm or
the United States (1987-92).  In these cases, annualised gross or net job flow rates are reported.

4. Base-year size allocation:  the employment gains or losses of a firm or establishment between
years are allocated to the size class to which the firm or establishment belonged in the initial
year.

5. Average size allocation:  the allocation of a firm or an establishment to a particular size class is
determined by the average size of the firm between two or more periods.  Accordingly,
employment gains or losses are allocated.  Average size allocation reduces the regression-to-
the mean bias.

Source:  Schreyer (1996).
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Annex B

WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

Session 1:  Welcome and Introductions

Mr. Hans-Peter Gassmann, Head of Industry Division, Directorate for
Science, Technology and Industry, OECD, France

The Honourable Gere Glover, Chief Counsel, Office of Advocacy,
U.S. Small Business Administration, United States

Mr. Philip Karp, Programme Manager, Investment Promotion Agency
Services, Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA),
The World Bank Group, United States

Dr. Jeffrey H. King, Programme Officer for Competitiveness and
Human Resources, The German Marshall Fund of the United
States

Mr. Guido Bertucci, Director, Department for the Development
Support and Management Services, United Nations

Session 2:  Background Issues and Policy Options

Chair:  Mrs. Marie-Florence Estimé, Secretary of the OECD Working 
Party on SMEs, Industry Division, Directorate for Science, 
Technology and Industry, OECD

Speakers:

Mr. Ian Donald, Chairman, OECD Working Party on SMEs and
Director General, Entrepreneurship and Small Business Office,
Industry Canada, Canada

Dr. Paul Reynolds, Paul T. Babson Chair in Entrepreneurial Studies,
Babson College, United States
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Session 3:  SMEs and Job Creation

Chair:  The Honourable Jere Glover, Chief Counsel, Office of Advocacy, 
U.S. Small Business Administration, United States

Speakers:

Dr. John C. Haltiwanger, Department of Economics, University of
Maryland, United States

Dr. Garnett Picot, Director, Business and Labour Market Analysis,
Statistics Canada, Canada

Mrs. Marie-Christine Parent, Business Statistics Directorate, INSEE,
France

Technical Discussant:  Ms. Catherine Armington, Consultant to the 
U.S. Department of Labor, United States

Discussants:

Mr. Robert Anderson, Small Firms & Business Link Division,
Department of Trade and Industry, United Kingdom

Ms. Irene Brunskill, Economic Advisor, Department of Trade and
Industry, United Kingdom

Ms. Susanne Kasten, Division of Small and Medium Enterprise
Policy, Federal Ministry of Economics, Germany

Session 4:  SMEs:  Technology, Productivity and Innovation

Chair:  Mr. Donald Layne, Senior Vice President, Corporate Affairs,
Federal Business Development, Bank of Canada

Speakers:

Professor Zoltan J. Acs, Center for International Business Education
Research, University of Maryland, United States

Professor Harukazu Nishio, Applied Research Institute Incorporated,
Tokyo, Japan

Ms. Maria Olivia Recart, Fundacion Chile, EMPRETEC Programme,
Department for Development, Support and Management
Services, United Nations

Dr. John R. Baldwin, Director, Micro-Economic Analysis Division,
Statistics Canada, Canada
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Discussants:

Dr. Johan van der Tuin, Head of Unit Business Climate, Ministry of
Economic Affairs, The Hague, The Netherlands

Mr. John Ryan, First Assistant Secretary, Industry Policy Division,
Department of Industry, Science and Technology, Australia

Session 5:  SMEs:  Competition, Change and Economic Growth

Chair:  Professor David J. Storey, Director, Centre for Small and Medium-
Sized Enterprises, Warwick Business School, United Kingdom

Speakers:

Mr. Sergio Arzeni, Head of Division, Co-operative Action Programme
on Local Economic and Employment Development, OECD

Professor Roy Thurick, Economics Faculty, Erasmus University
Rotterdam and EIM Small Business Research and Consultancy,
The Netherlands

Professor Per Davidsson, Department of Business Administration and
Economics, Jonkoping International Business School,
Jonkoping University, Sweden

Dr. Frank Nolan, Chief Economist, Statistics New Zealand
Mr. Eduardo Tarrago, EMPRETEC Programme, Department for

Development Support and Management Services, United
Nations

Discussants:

Mr. Jean-Luc Vo Van Qui, Sous-Directeur du Développement
Industriel et Technologique Regional, Ministère de l’Industrie,
France

Mr. Carlos Tenreiro, Head of Sector, Unité Information des
Entreprises, European Commission, DG XXIII, Brussels,
Belgium
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Session 6:  SMEs:  New Industries and High Growth New Firms

Chair:  Mr. Hans Peter Gassmann, Head of Industry Division, Directorate 
for Science, Technology and Industry, OECD

Speakers:

Professor Chris Hall, Associate Professor, University of Technology
Sydney, Australia

Dr. Fred Tarpley, Chief Economist, U.S. Small Business
Administration, United States (Presenting an analysis prepared
by Dr. Bruce Kirchhoff, New Jersey Institute of Technology,
United States.)

Dr. Philippe Mustar, Centre de Sociologie de l’Innovation, Ecole
National Supérieure des Mines, Paris, France

Dr. K. Mark Weaver, University of Alabama and Past President,
International Council for Small Business (ICSB), United States

Discussants:

Mr. Olavi Änkö, Director General, Ministry of Trade and Industry,
Finland

Mr. P. Jeanneret, Chef Suppléant, Division Arts et Métiers, Office
Fédéral de l’Industrie, des Arts et Métiers du Travail,
Switzerland

Session 7:  SMEs:  Work Organisation and Job Quality

Chair:  Professor Joop Vianen, Director, EIM Small Business Research and
Consultancy, The Netherlands

Speakers:

Mr. Frank Pyke, International Labour Organisation, Switzerland
Professor Yoshio Sato, Keio University and Advisor to Japan Small

Business Research Institute, Japan
Professor Doctor Joachim Wagner, Institute for Volkwirtschaftslehre,

Universitat of Luneburg, Germany
Dr. Michael Chernew, Department of Health Services Management

and Policy, University of Michigan, United States
Dr. Rakesh Kochhar and Joel Popkin, Joel Popkin and Associates,

United States
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Discussants:

Mr. Giordano A. Chiaruttini, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office
of International Trade, U.S. Small Business Administration,
United States

Mr. Michael Horrigan, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of
Labor, United States

Session 8:  Monitoring SMEs and Contributions:  Data Requirements

Chair:  Ms. Janice McMechan, Industrial Organization and Finance 
Division, Statistics Canada

Speakers:

Mr. Paul Schreyer, Economic Analysis and Statistics Division,
Directorate for Science, Technology, and Industry, OECD

Mrs. Michèle Chavoix-Mannato, Economic Analysis and Statistics
Division, Directorate for Science, Technology, and Industry,
OECD

Mrs. Marie-Paule Benassi, Eurostat, European Commission,
Luxembourg

Mr. Bruce Phillips, Director, Office of Economic Research, U.S.
Small Business Administration, United States

Mr. Alex Grey, Central Analysis Division, Directorate for Education,
Employment, Labor & Social Affairs (DEELSA), OECD

Discussants:

Mr. Lars Häggmark, Deputy Assistant, Under-Secretary, Ministry of
Industry and Commerce, Sweden

Ms. Catherine Armington, Consultant to the United States Department
of Labor, United States

Dr. Lewis Alexander, Chief Economist, United States Department of
Commerce, United States
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Session 9:  Overview and Policy Implications

Chair:  Dr. Luc Soete, Director, Maastricht Economic Research Institute on
Innovation and Technology

Speakers:

Dr. Robert Berney, Chief Economic Advisor, U.S. Small Business
Administration, United States

Ms. Angela Capati-Carusso, Economic Affairs Officer, Division of
Public Administration and Development Management,
Department for Development Support and Management
Services, United Nations

Mr. Marcello Marin, President, Istituto per la Promozione Industrale
(IPI), Italy

Mr. Rolf Egil Tønnessen, Advisory, Ministry of Industry and Energy,
Norway

Mr. Jamie Andrez, Vice President, Instituto de Apoia as Pequenas e
Medias Empresas e as Investimento (IAPMEI), Portugal

Dr. Paul Reynolds, Paul T. Babson Chair in Entrepreneurial Studies,
Babson College, United States
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Picot, Garnett and Richard Dupuy, “Job Creation by Size Class:  Recent

Evidence from Canada”.
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